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INTRODlJCTION 
I. 'T'HE PEOBLBM 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem o:L' this stu.dy was to ascertain and analyze the 
recc:mt trend~" of thought among selected seholars concerning 
the subject o_,_ creation and evolution witb a view to de the 
of the 
conserva~ive evangelical position of instantaneous crea-
tion., 
Justification of the Problem 
First. of all, c1lElost eveL'J'ore is a-rvare of t.he reaction of 
Cl1rist.:l.c:mi ty to Dar"l':in 1 s theory- of ev·olu.tion in ticular sc:Lenco 
in general. Ramra has poi.nted out that, ~r'l'oo frequently orthodoxy fought 
the critic •Nith sarcasm o:r villi.fication or denunciation.. This too 
often involved a similar treatment of t-he facts oi' science.,ul To 
many, Christianity clearly came o u.t the loser i:1 this initial encounter, 
and therefore W<':'s to be fro:n c:ny serious tior1. Ilarn..rn 
again notes that, "~vangelicals in science are considered scientists 
Ramrn, The View of Science and ScripturG 
(Grand Hapids: B. Eerdmans ?ublishing Gumpan;;r, 1954), p. 21., 
of the ment2.lity 
into the modern period. rr2 
Secondly, the l4 apid adv::mces in the field of natm:·31 sciencs 
sincn the time of DarNiu, and the :cesul ts of the application 
"'lJtl~:: i.1nporta11ce of scier1ce o The strides in the applied science~'l have 
convinced m8!1;'/ that science is of pri:n.gry importance and rel"Lgion at 
best is only sec:ondarily important. Because of the early sho;;~Tlng o:f 
Christianity in ti:1e qtlestion of evolut:,ion, many have pass.::d it off as 
being ;mt:l.-intellectu3l and um·dasonab1e., 
Thirdl::r, Cl1ris·~ians, no le.s s than anyone :::lse, can vrl tness t118 
vJo:ndarf-:11 act.d .. e. vernents of tl:1e scientific 1J1rorld. lT'ryr ti~s :aost part, 
also of the l~ealit;y of lrLs O\:VTt Christia11 
' 
Chris 
no 
doubts and questions rolsGd it., 
2 
h::Js remained 
3 
s batic 'Nhile :3ecular scholar 
on creation and evolution and 
Aga:Ln, tllt3 3!l1Jject of creation versu.s evolutior! l::; lmpot'tant 
focal point in the co1:.flict (real o::· o-cner-.nse) 
bet-::ieen the Bible and science. While ::J gt'eat l1as boen vlri tten or1 
tl1is su1Jjeet fron1 a IJ:cofessedly stian IJOint of \rie7r, it rnl.lst 1Je 
ra:aembo:ted that much whicL claims to be !!Christian" in modern theology 
cannot be considered as such by Scriptural standards. Therefore it 
is nec,Jssary for the Ch:clstian to analyze the various trends of thoLtght 
e'J:m among those vrho claim to be Christian befo~'e he c3n determine a 
valid Christian point of vie-No 
Finally, the resea:r·cher hAd a personal intere:"t in the problem. 
'imile '.'iO:ck~cng JC/)W;"Jr•d 'nis baccalaureate degree in biology at the 
University of Oregon, he became very much avra:C'e of the extremely >ieak 
foundation for the theory of evolution, yet he also was avmre tll<d; much 
of the Clu·istian reaction to the theory of evol-~tion 
scientifically nor Scripturally valido 
II" ~{c<~'IHOD OF PHOC2DURE 
The method of solution vras to compile evidence through c:m 
investigat.:i.on of SO'lle recent literature 011 t::1e subject o:L' Grec:rtion 
and evolution. Ti1e evid-ence vras then c:lassified and and 
l 
4 
finally interpreted wi tr1 a view to dc::nonstrating tho basis and the 
validity of the various positions on this subj,;Jct. In Chapter II, 
the S1.lbject of e·,rolu.tiol1 JYas c;riticall::,r e-:.:arnined frorn scient.i.fic 
'iJ8S a study of current Cb.risti:m approaches to the; ct of creation 
and evolution., 
For tl1e salce of clarity, cGrtain definitions must be g:i:ver1 
f~COG1 tl1e 19 !.+5 to the 
not b::en made out of things ~~:hich ap:"leGj~~~ (HcbrGws 11: J) $ The conce]:Ji;, 
oi creation includes the idea that God is dirc:ctly and 
res_tJom::ible for 
tl1e concept tt1at 3ll present 
form;::; of life a:t'3 he:re as a re:3ul t. of descent vrith modification 
c sing·ls IJ~·Lrni tiv-;_;:; forn1 of life v/nicl1 itself l1ad ar1 inorganic origin. 
Both nevolut~Lon 11 and r1.c:ceation11 take on slightly diffe:cant 
'"rords used v.r:i th 
of rvords 2s used in this study. 
tl1t; su.bj8e"G of creation ar1d trvolution irrvolire:::; a of vieTrs 
in~luding modifications l;etvre.sl1 
and 
the bLLlk of the source:: r.!ater:i..al came from Chric:·tian 
' 
a limited amount of se;::ular scholarship wa.•-, studied--pl'im::wily for the 
purposa of a more effective 
pro non-:;;·eligious evidence as to the scientific validity of 
the various positions taken by 
No attempt was made to tr::wo the historical development of 
this subject" 
II 
.!LVOLU'1'ICJN AND SECu"LAR SCIBNCE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
'fhe acceptanc·:J of the of evolution has been ad 
among secular scientists, and yet in recent years, there has been at 
least the beginning of a re-examination of the scientific val"c1e of the 
theory of evolution. This re-examination cannot be charged to raligious 
rnoti·vatio11, but rather to t .. tHJ desir:J a~.10r1g rnan~r scientists to be as 
co:npletaly objective as possibleo 
It is not i:.l1o vu.r::os0.1 of C.i1i::; chapter to sho·w that trte theory 
of orgc:mic svolution is rapidly losing its J?opulari ty in the scientific 
world, for ·1:.his 1vould be far from the truth. The theory of organic 
evolution is held in h.igh regard and is generally accepted as the 
unifying principle of bi.olog7. this researc11 t;.t;s 
l:V'irev,~·-', i~> that there are some serious questions being rDised con-
cerning various aspects of the theory of evolution by those ·who do 
not have any particular !'t';ligiolls axe to grind. 
It should be made clear at the outset that the researcher does 
not vdsh to infer that those who are cited as que.stioning certain 
aspects and uses of the theory of evolution or certain attituJJ.es on the 
part of the scientific community towards the theory of evolution are 
l'ejecting or repudiating the theory in general. On the contrary, they 
want it understood that they consider themselves evolutionistso 
II. A QUESTIONING VOICE 
In the preface to his book Implications of Evolution, G., A. 
Kerkut explains that he is prirnarEy interested in examining c;srtain 
bnsic assumptions and implications invo1·1ted in the modern concept 
of evolutionary relationships in the animal kingdom. His concern in 
this area was stimulated by the fact that 
the majority of books on Evolution either blatantly treat these 
assUtll?tions as part of an old (and concluded) historic argu.ment 
or else they avoid discussing the assumptions and instead deal 
vd .. th the more scientific and mathematical parts of .Svolution.,l 
A statement by G. Ledyard Stebbins in his recent textbook on the 
subject of organic evolution indicat<~s th:=d; l'~drkut 1 s concern V{as 
justified .. 
Since Dar-win developed his theory of evolution more than a 
century ago, biologists have studied this subject in two different 
ways.. Some have been interested in the course of evolutiono By 
cor:1paring a multitude of different kinds of animals or plants, 
they have tried to vrork out the evolutionary family tree of some 
particular group, such as the horses, the cone bearing trees, or 
mankind. Other biologists have asked themselves the question: 
"What makes evolution go? 11 By means of observations and experi-
ments of various sor·t,s on populations of livins organisms, they 
are lea1·ning about the processes of evolution and the mechanisms 
responsible for them. The present book vrlll consider only this 
second ap;)roach to the study of evoJ..utiono2 
This very apparent disregard of the basic assumptions and implications 
lo. A. Kerkut, Implications of Evolution (Oxford: Pe:cgamon 
Press, 1960), p. vii. 
2G. Ledyard Stebbins, Processes of Organic .Gvolu:tion (Engle-
wood Cliffs, r.Jew Jersey: Prentice-Hail-,-Inc., 1966), p. 2: 
7 
of the theory of organic evolution in a tex:tbook on evolution lends 
very definite support to the thasis of Clark and Bales that 11 evolut.ion 
was not proved by scic-mtific evidence but that it w:Js rather the 
inevitable result of an a priori decision •••• 11 3 
George C. Kent, in the preface of his text on comparative 
anatomy, likev'lise indicates this disregard for basic assumptions and 
implications when he explains that there will be 
••• emphasis placed on the basic patterns of structure and 
development and the treatment of recent forms as modifications 
of these patterns. This is the theme of comparative anatoray. 
It provokes examination of the concept of organic evolution wbich, 
sliorn of explanations of how, in which direction, or why, may 
be reduced to the axiom that the organisms of the world have been 
changing.L· 
Here, on the one hand, the basic assumptions and implications of 
the concept of organic evolution have been dismissed as axiomatic, 
and on the other hand, he equates the acceptance of the fact that 
organisms have been changing vd. th the acceptance of the conce~ of 
organic evolution. 
Ksrkut is not satisfied to gloss over the basic assumptions 
of the theory of organic evolution., He has seen that 11 too often the 
8 
t.beory is appl:L0d to, say, the devalopmcnt of the horse and then because 
it is h::;ld to be applicable thsre it is t::ctsnded to the rest. of the 
3Robert T. Clark and James D. Bales, 7fny Scientists Accept 
JI;volu.tion (Grand H.apid : Eaker Book House, 19"tf,;, p. o. SGe 
discussion of ttis book on J?P• 
I 
L}Geol'ge 
(Saint LoLlis: 
c. Kent, Cornrara ~:Lve imatoirty of the Vert<;:;brat,:;s 
Tf1e C. V. l\1osby Gompany, l9tl5}, p. v,. 
r' 
animal ld.!'gclom wj_ th little or no further evidence, 11 .? Because of this, 
he lists seven assumptiorts which are not often mentioned in discussions 
of evolution--the first two being basic assumptions and th8 last 
five fol:lowing from the second. 
(1) The first assurrrption is that non-living things gave 
rise to liv:Lng material, i.e. spontaneous genera-tion occurred. 
(2) The second assu.::ption is that spontaneous generation 
occurred only once. 6 
Concerning the first a;:;sumption~ he concludes th2t, 
There is, however, little evidence in faYour of biogenesis and as 
yet wa have no indication that :L-L can be performed. There are 
many schemec-; by vrhic:b biogeD2.:Sis could have occurred but these 
are still suggestivG schemes nothir::g rnorc:o They may indic;<:,te 
exper::.ments that can be pdr .forwed, but. they tell us no-Ll:Jing abo,lt 
v;hat actu2lly l"lappened some l,O:XJ Elillion ye;n·s ago. It is t,h(:::r·e-
fore ~1 rnatte:c of faitL. or1 tJ1e of tt~a ~:;:j~ologistf tl1at biogenesis 
did occur and he can cboose -:-'Jl·late-ve:r· £adt~nod of bioger1esis l-!Dp)ens 
to suit hiEI perscnally; the ev:Ldencc; for what Jid happen is not 
<Wailableo 7 
Concerning the SL~concl as31J_;Jption, Ker•kut concludes that this 
also is a n:atter for belief rat.lJor tr1an proof and sp~nds the g:rGater· 
port:Lon of the book i.n present:Lr:g evidence i'o:-.-· the point ol' view that 
there arc~ many discrete groups of anj_wals about. 111hicb. tbe:ce _Ls no 
as to hov..r have evolved no:c hoTr are interre1ated.8 
Kerk:ut holds thd. 
'fh8T.'8 are t·,no =Na:rs of considerir1g tl'1a rnuJ_ 
lii.\:;G Tl1e ftr~st is to consider t~nc1t ~Life is 
et. 
9 
10 
cruat;.;d all tl1e tirua, loe. tl1at. ger1e:cntion is al-~va~:-s 
oec~J.rr'ing~ Tl:G secr.)nd ·vi::::\··.r is tl1at 3pcrrd.:,an3o·ut; ~er~srati':JD oecu:crcd 
at sonie finit.e tilne :in tl1e 'but tllat it is no 
occ:urd ng.,9 
To Karku:t., "t·V!'i ~frlo::·l 3 se:c:ttlar 
of cons tll8 1:-rul spont3neou::l 
generatior1e To tbe 8 Yiho is cornr:Li_tted to God 1 ;:; , a thh:d 
12; of life 
of tll!a 
of vrhat he'> calls the 11 Gener01 Theory of 3vo1x.tion, 11 i.e. th-:; 
that from a un:Lque sou:cce, hc:ve 
" 
T~ne first poi.nt that l should like to is that '' "G.nose 
se·ven 33S1JJ:lptions b~f tl1oir :·1crturo are not OJ_ 
V"erii'ic2tion4: as5uxne tl12t a ceriJc::~n S0l*ies of evth1t~; l1as 
be possible to mimic 
sof~!e of tl1ese trvents u.rtclsr pres8ot-.. da:y- co.nditivn2 .J this doc3 not1 
n:ear1 tl1at tTleEJG e·\~·ents Hlttst -f:l1er:3fore l12·,.re taken ace ir1 tl1e 
1~11 tl1at it sbovn:; is that it is possi1:;1t-~ for1 uci1 a 
f'13liUllals did ar·:1.sr;; e Uufo:c-tl.El2 'iie c::onnot br:l.llg aoout 8'i <3!1 t.his 
cliange; instead Tre h2ve to depend U(1on J.iJJ1ited ci!'euels·t,o;Jti 
evidence for our as • • .10 
In adcEtio:1 to Ling out thd ~idespre2d lack of ;;mel 
of t~he 
theory of organic evolution, Kerku:L speaks out 
ll 
of scientific dogwaLism espe0ially- as it relates to the attitude of 
the student and the nature of odLleat:Lon •xhere evolution is c:once:c;:::Jd. 
He has no love for the method of eclcwation fostered 
the Dark and ;V:iddle Agec3. 
acade1nic ·worJ_d. In rolation to tl-lis he sa;,rs, 
Thus tb.e seriou;:; undergraduate of the preYious centuries •:ws brought 
up on a theologic2l diet from ~·rhj ch he vrould learn to have fR:i.th and 
to quote authorities when he vvas :i_n doubt. Intelligent understand--
ing vtas i<h.8 las·t thing :ceq1Jired. Tl1e unds:t:'graduat.e of ~toda;l is just 
ac; bad; he is still the same opinion-swallo'Ning gru.b. He \'iill 
gladly devour opinions ;md view-s that he does not p:coperly under-
stand in the hope th3t he may later regurgitate them duril1g one of 
his examinations. Rc.:;gar·dless of his subject, b::; it 
I~1-1~rsics, or Biology~, t1c vvill bcnre faitfl ~Lr1 -Ll1eories that 
he on1y dimly- follo'YS and vtill c<Jll upon various a"crt.hori-Lies to 
support vfhat he does not LU!C~erstand. In this 11d cii'i:ers not or,e 
bit i'r•om tJ·1G ircationa1 theology· of the age who 
":,Jould ;!'lunlble h~ .. s dogrna 2r1d t~nrougt1 his stu.dies in order to 
reach tl;e peace and plenty of the comfortable living in the ',';orld 
outside$ Bu.t ~··l.cat is ·~~-,·o:c::;e, ·::,l1e _prssar1 st~derr~; clc:.iil1S to be 
dil'fer(:rrt froru 1;is ,·)redec:3s~·;cr in th.at l1e tb.inks sci~::ntificallJ' 
.·lo;'j"lrt~ .. ,9-p.ri -::.~-rl,i:::_,-..-., PJ'1~}~i l r_:.nfti.::'>U.J }1~"} ;:::··-·'\r~:~ ·i l'l a"~,::-.'ferlr"a Hf.l ..... !.L:l"f-1! and \.A b c., '""-•'-' -~ll.\J.l.t ...,... .dJ-J,...V ...... 0 .._.. .~t:: udt/ cJ -. V- ... v.....,, ... :.. l.!V-
all, one ):as to accept so::tet.hillg, or ,_;lse i.t takes a very lvng 
1 ., tirne to g:.:>t 2nyv;b.ere en ..L 
Not all of the o1ame, of course, cere be placed L'pon t~1e student, 
for educa.to:cs sc:::em ·t.o G!lCOUl't~se tJ;is type of sj_t:J.2tior1. T~ne prefaGe of 
throughout the text, organic evolution L:; <:w a 
ncipl.e ifl "biolog·y· ~ •• e It l3 OU.J:"' corr,.riut;_Lcn tlurt 
generaliza·Liotls of 1-.terc:dl·~~~r, 
pretation of the .:facts it vvould be 2n objective presentation. The 
t the tez:t, organic '_j'Jolut.ion is as a 
in biology. rr Tl'e text bear;:: this 
suspicion out in that 1vhereas the 11 mriden~:es 11 of evolutioLt a:ce not 
the theory of organic evolu:(,:Lon wit.lwut any evidence throughou.t the 
text. For 
Tho cartiliagiou.s fisf.tes, or, as ar3 ofte.m celled, 
tl1c3~:~r ea:r:tila-el2SlJtobrancbt3, ar-~~ characterized prilnar·ily 
slceleton3. Tliis EnlzJt be rsgarded, ~n.ovrevcr, as a 
zation ·oecau.se tJ1cre is t~nat tf1e group has e-,lolv-ed fron1 
r)rirnitive fisl"l8S "lri ~Jll Oony sk:clGtons • f9 • Tb_e~r E!"VOl \Ted frorn 
i~l~esl1';'lrater ances-tors ar1d the SllCGess o:r· tl'1e grou_p 3een1s to be 
tied up, in part at least, with their adaptations for life Lt tho 
sea. 
eooooeoooooott&IPGOeGo0$0$0 
'.L'he bony fishes arose; in the Devonian fro;i1 ancestral for·ms 
knov1 as placoderms (to be discussed later) •• The early 
ost.eichthyans gave rise to three main lines of bony fishes • • • , • 
There is evidence tha-t; moc.;t, of the t:i.ve osteiuhthyans had 
both lungs and gills • & From the standpoint of the evolution 
of land vertebrates, the lobe-finned fish are the most important 
Johnson, Ricba:r·d A. Laubengaye:;r, a:r.d Louis B. 
DeLa:nne~t, Ge~neral Biology (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
l qf,J) n '''"l 
.,...'--'-' l;--'• 1/ 0 
12 
of the bony f:Lshes. 
. . . 
Tl"le a:1phibisns vrer·e "tJ1e first land--d1Yelli11g "~lGrtebrates 
but t1'1crir adaptations fo:c lar1d life; VIGTo not 
r· s sb.ould l)e reg8rded ,ss tho firGt cornpletely 
terrastri.2l \rortebr8tes and evol1.r,ad iron1 
ancestors. G • Reptiles vrere t1-le first to e·vol·\re a 
in gener0l, fertilization is inte:rwo,l. long 
. . 
evolved., 
tr1e evolution of 
rept_,i~l.es f~·om limbless lizards~ 
Tb.e a11tl1ors finall:";i get c~round to 
presenting tr1e "evidenccsrr of e\.rolution on page )60, but this tirne 
tt1o stud(~rl l1as lJ~:::en i:ntroduced to tJy_e entire field of' 
13 
tl::e above :n<:mner, assuming and accepting the: of evolution 
of 
and interpretation. If tl1t3 facts are 1nade to stand alone Tlithollt 
tl1e su ..pport of 3upr,o.sitior1, speculatiorl, and e-~ro1utionerJr interpre-
st.;;tsd that, 
l iTb • d . 12 0 ·; -, 'J ·'-~::..2:.....•:J PP• U-.L.)Lo 
14 
ln a of or·ganic e·volution, it is necas.sar~r to distin-
guisll bet1rreerl t~1.ro aspects of t11~3 stud;r"'·~-tllG .fact anc: t11e expl2na--. 
i·_-ior-1. r-r; -r '::'l.i:'"'id:::.·~n::-,1'":" ...... .D c::.·~:r•l1 t-i , .. , .... t-:--t1J-;:;, +h,_:) f"~ -t-,. 'Yf, ·ric• 
V-'- ..l.J..l.e 1na.ly \.;1.~-·~~Jrlv;_.,J U..L vl·.;'~ ~ J~~on ....... 0115 'l.Jl~.v,._. u_ G .,·~cCu, lu.B:..l 0 
ideas abotlt the rn·ecl1anisrns in·vol~\Ted ir1 th::; p::"'ocess, ·vvl1ic~ll 
th'::J various thc;o:.oi8s of evolution, constitute the explanation, 
o:c attem;Jted lL1. 
assllri1Gc1 rati1er tf1an being pro·\/0;n. of evolution!! 
by definition and not l1y derr~ontJtrat:.ion. 
rrn.tst be J.s 
to 
~-1n:r :s cie:1·1 tl_fic is tl1D this distlnct~.on is 
of Dl" 
in genar ~1l 1Jiolo g:T cited 
r. 
ol or po sible 
for:' tll.e of tb.e of 
no fc.esns 
Ol 
speG.-L3l 
in itsalf. 
s 
fc~.i.l;;;d to s-
of 
t.:nat t!-le ~v~ort.~3bl'l~ta 
t110 ob;~)Gl"·v·2tion tllc~t 
:Jl:':~~ cons·Gitu·:~·2:d in aGeordJnGe \·ri 
not .. L~~-1 ·t.{l':~ oriG'Lna-;) 
r• 
U.L 
cf 
a:c(.;~·LL tJ(_; ;~·-
--- ---c--
flG 
is not convinced, it is unly becaus~ lm s no L .cc tha 
of 
This ' . ' ~G8na di:Jcou.roge 
one . ' (~ -~;-=L (J c:.:r1. cc; 
of 
~.JoJ.Inson, 
st::ted 
fo:c )falkirlg, vvl1ilc:; tl1>2; ex:opodi·G\;3 is l;(;l_i_ev8d -t.Jo t1tn.re been L:tssd 
for l:~ot:J1 re:J:£)ira-tion and 
to I-i;.;(Jgd.::rcd, 
should pr(38UJnJb1y 1Je 
'iii tl1 on::; br211c}1 of trilc/oitalike 
aceans and insects 8nd another b~anch 
on 't:r'ilo1Jite:::, tlld 
llEI"iJing a single 
j:'iso to tiH~~ crllst--
sl-1ot.?. c;:c.::lt anJ tilt.~ Lr~~acllnids. oositio11, ttK~Y:. 
~~~t i:: 1.7Dr·'c.Jr:,.rllile 2 , T'1h.a -~~ ha .:Jhap~·-·;r:)?led se Oiraxno us 
r1~:res ~~1fr-~ng tJrLs long evol·u·l~ion Qtalics not in tl1e 
(' ""*·i ,._.-~ r ,_, ::-; ~_, jjj 
..).:., -G·..:.b.t.c..:.J .. 
~\Just students becon1e 
i;~l biol·Jg:;t ;:Jtlilst still eJ1ool 211d D-G an age 1,:'Jil~:::;J ;nost 
arc~, Ol~l tYte ·rrhole, une:citicalo Th:stl ~iJllen corrll::! to stuO~l 't11·3 
subjact in JnorG dc;t,Jil, tl18J' ~nerve ln tl1eir IniYlds se\T0ral ~1alJ" 
truths and tnis Trhich tend to prevent th·~"m fro:!l coming 
to a l:ces1-l ap~JrJisal of tfle .sit·u~~3-~ion. ln ocldition, YvitJ~l a unifor1n 
1)a t,ter11 of' educatio11 :nost stuJ(~11ts t.Dnd to l12V·8 tl1e se:Hh3 sort of 
~-.. ·:l L0Ib~~ -n ~6a ~o,, r .. r•o~2 i1ltJ..st:c2tion of tl1is 
_.... ......... ' 1~'1:""" ..-''-' -,/ ..i.• ...... £ .... ~ 
type of rireS8ntat:Lon is found in the 
.L'ro:n a :cocent te:ct on ·s"~rollltiorl u~.:;ed 
T::10 r:12terial ~ .. vas t2ken 
irl E~ course on 
evolu.tt.on crt tl1e Un.i;v-c3rsit:y"' oJ: in 
a 
edu.eational bacl{grou.nd 2TLd so tn corr'~rersatioll -?.l1d disc11ssiorl 
ac~ept" co:mmon .s and agre~; on matte~cs based OJ1 tb.esc~ fal]_._ 
oc:JJ;s. 
It "\.Yo·uld Sddiil a good 
ll~Jrc:: si.e s. n 
ill.; in 2 o.f Hi·Zl~tol s~~r',:;i acl,:0t oi~ of 
L:C-rcough a su1Jjec-G ·chat 
~n.ntb:;:~ial 11~~~r-3 H studi::;d e u i~ carei\tl 
-(·~iJ~l also in:Jicat,e the fnc:t;s in fa-vour oi:' Cl1e 
doctrines, and if the evidence against o 
~e shall just have 
ot!1::;r sPtisfactory tl1sor:r 
to ~;a~~r tl1::~t 1N8 do 11ot 
of 
scientists brougl~ 
tllC-:nl SO 
' . fh::r~;:;sles 
knov: 
In his concluding statement, Kerkut says i_.hat 
There is s theory which s-'c,at.es that many living rrc1imals 
c.::nl 'be obse:r,·v··.::;d o·ver the course oi~ tilnc to Ul!/iergo s flO "Ll1at 
nerv 3lJGG~Les are foxln1~0d. This Gan b:.:;; called tl1e uspc;ciaJ_ 
of i\lOltl~~ c:ud ca:n b:.~ ated in cel-ttDin cas(~,s 
t.s. O:r1 ·t}Ie otf1er t1and tl1erc l.s tt1e -;J1,:-;or:y· that ;:J~1 
:si:s. It ic:l nGt clear v.rl1etJH~;;r th.e chsnges 
of the same nature as those that 
brought about the devalornent of novr Tl1s cn1svie:c ·will be 
f;)und f11-~~1.lije expeJ.'}irner1t3l ',.\rork and not as se1., tions 
thCJt t.·he G~IlCl1 CJ.l Theo:c~y- of ~~vo1utton rnust be 
ls :notl1ing ;alse t~nat vrl~Ll sat~Ls talc3 
correct boc3use 
" ~·J 20 
rc (.c. • 
thel.,e 
its 
It sl10u.lci ., 08 once tha·G ICc;rknt is frorn 
bo od upon c, 2r1d sp~J cu.l ation 
PP. 156-1)7. 
p. 157. 
to demonstrable _ 
of assertiol1s 
Hl.. <.:: iOLiJTION J>21)D TAXONOi:lY 
ures o:.C elas2ification ( tl1e orde~ring of 
on the importance to ths field of 
Tl1o role of "13 ~conorr~r in tllE.-3 tc-:;a o.f bl.ology· is ,sn 
irr11Jor-Gai1t on:;:;c i~t 2 s~r~:,Jpas3_un1 OL tb.:::: stlbject Ltf.:ld in BirlT~::_ngl1a.m 
' ) :t\~c0rrtl:/, it 1'~.:os fo:r·cibl~r s·tja·;::e:;c1 ·tl1~t rern.ciins 
t11e pri11cipal egc;rlCJr t-I-rco \Yhicll t!1e strtdent 
in the 1i ving ·wo !•ld and 
have brought these 
of organisn1s_, -!:,}1e patterns of v·aria~bion 
of the evolLltionarv mechanisms which 
- ') .. aiJout~c..l 
One can .ii;!lnediatly see that evolution and taxonomy haYe been brought 
together. This relationship is :Lndicated once again in t.hGir dis-
cuss ion of the aims of taxonom:y .. 
onomy, 
Among the :ncny de 
tl1e follo"'/ring tl1Pee 
airas pu:t, for"'."tGr~d fo:c rnoderE 
seem widely accepted: 
1.. 'i'o provide a convenient mothod of identification and cor;F:nm-
ication: 
and 
2 .. To P·rovidr> a clas<:--i f'ic"tioq ··"hj ch ""' Pa.,.., "''~ DO"''~ir·' ,, "''r''Jr'e"'S''" ...::.......... __~.::.. ___ :...J- c.... .. -''_-_._ ~ ~.. :.:.:..::;. ,J,:J J..:-v" .....-~>-J.. ..._;,__,,_.,._. 
.., 
.)o To 
the n.:Jtural relationships_ of organisms (seep. 5). 
detect evolution at work, discovering :;_ts processes and 
intel'f?l:'eting its re:3ults.,7T 
21P. ti. Da\ris 
Taxonomy (Princeton: 
V. H. 
Van Nostrand 
clo togeth:::r, 
cont.iDu.n, 
ob 
easily reconc:5_led .. 
3pproacll, vrf1ile tlLe th:~rd is conc~:;~cn0d ~,r1itl1 
~JJ'a ~~rc:Lon.., Ta.x:ononl_:_sts }13\re gvr1d a vra;I 
i'irst a11d see;t)!ld Diln; 1u~~ thr.:;; thil"\d l1os onl3r been 
fev{ groups c1nd tl1ore at tha spec_i_•as lG"'ilGlt~~ 
aehieved 
lC:fV•Jls of tf1e b~i_crarGh~' tlle!"'8 =~s ·;.ri:ctually· no dirGe t e·videnc8 
foJ:'"~ pl13rlo gc:n;r i toJ_ics r:ot in .1cl1e original • ~."'J}1e11 onG l12 s l1acked 
on.::; 1 s :,v{2y· tJrcougll. tl1c; \rc:rt."'lJiag~~;, one: 11,:13 gonG co 1c:;ss 
f3r ort tl1e t!1i:cd ror:d tl1an -:JLEJ _i~uJ:est of oger1e-l-Jic trs\~:-;s 
lead or::.-: ·to e~(p,:;;ct.24 
of 
success at cJ:;tac :::vo1Ll-
Iiere also, -~~}le tenuo~ls basis for 
Uno of th:_' 
A cl1BJ."-ac·teristic: of ~;O;:::rt-Do:!_'"lvrlrli3l1 t,a~xoLodJ.~r ~nc:s 1J2.:;;r1 the 
constr't1c-Lio11 of· pl-~::rlogc:te·}~ic tl":_;es on (~ du.lJiou5 
to o:c race; 
vis aud '''"' (~j+. • D.p. ' Vt)G ~·-V , __ _ 
Tlle evol11·:~ion oft c:~"g:lns 
taxonouiG groups, :md a in 
bciSSd 
u~) h.:n.re 
on ove:caJ.1 
Tl·13 d~- fficul Y·r:L tJ:. tJ1e ~~lS(~ o~f 2 l1hylogc:netic approacl1 in 
tics emerged after the first wav2 of enthus~nq~ for it had 
and l1e1s rGr:1air1ed apparent to 'fe obso~£~\rcrs ev·Erc 
ca11not rn<-Jke ·use of pl~~rlogsrn;,r for classificatior1, sir1cu 
V "St T "J-· U"''<"l +·" of'--::;-;,"'-'S ,_,·!,_1'1Tl Q0"nJ·-,-i .:;;--;,.,., 'U-·1l'l--)l)''','"1 m1r1i S~S n J..J.d_ .. - w:J .J.. tj.._,0~-" t·; -.J ·'- i:)~ _._._l",:;, .. J C·J. C. ~ ~ .,J. e -· _._ .J... ... 
~ ,..+ '-' ~- .,n-,:>yj-1- "'--:;::1)"'+ eo--nl'l0'''"!1 ,. 'rlc:>8l'-" -::;:::-~1~+-i "lf;c o'"F' ·'-~YO> "00-v.~.Lc v VC--O vt ... .J.iL ... ~ Vu J. • .~. ,_! 1...-' ..., 1.-t, L ..~-,y .. _.. U c 0 !l '-''-' V-.t 0 u ·- l..;d_ ... ~ 
rnists, :;.ret it is rnost COL1sisteP.tl:;r ignored~~ Let. Lts restnte it in 
othe:c words for· r_;mpha::;:Ls. 'l'ho ·::,:,"c:,"c:;tical prir;ciple of descent 
v1it1~1 :nodificat;ion--pllJrlogerletics-~-is clearl::r responsible .:Cor tl1e 
existance and str·1J.0turc of a na·Cur3l s~rstern of classificatio11; 
we may even agree ·with Tschulok (1922) that the n::;~j>J:J:'Dl system 
can ba conside:t~ed as proof tllt:: t~neory of e·vol11tior!.. 1-IovVGf\f· . .;r, 
s_Lnce -vv:::~ l1:Jve onl~l an ini'i~li tesirna1 :9or t.ion o.:~ histor::,r 
in the fossil record, it is almost impossibJ.o to establish nat~J.:::-al 
·L,a;~a on. a I".:·ll~~logel1Gtic ba:3ise Co11versoly, it is u11sour1d to derive; 
26 
The fact that these mc;n c3n criticise phy:'.ogowatiG . l t. conslc era· ~lons in 
that 0 
tho highly 
s are not a valid ba 
Sokc1l 
Frsncisco: 
of 
Jnc1 ?.:jte:r 
for ~.assification because of 
contir1ue ill their 
,~~;iJ; ~,_l:, Prin?~~~~ s 
::hlC vuup211;;', 1;/,_!_)):; 
of' i'J Lt;neric2l 
,., 
J:J e L ..J_;s. 
crtioYl i:a 
that 
rnatics, t~:n:1~~e·::~ nc~:{ qu13stio11S rrrosee ~~~n-12t ai~(:: tl1e 
rel ."' o:r 1t\!l1ic:l1 sta;:1 branclH:::d off 1··:t1ere? 
or reiJti\;c; 8Voluticmary tiiJ<3 did a 
Hovi t l1e e'rol utionar'y :e atr3 oi' 
tinlG Cl2ssificator~r thbor~/ and 
equc1to, could not 2Jin1ul tanc:;ousl~y· ac8o··~~~1od.:~te t}lese 
of tb_,:; IXeoblCJ.ilo 
firs of tl1e Ile~,Y raised was 8npnasl 
1nost9 ·unc1oJ_bt,3dly ~nora u.ttcr ?~'ub~.~:lsl1 l:P:-' b\_..·~~.tl 1.~lGGe:n since -~.l'1e 
time of on og,:mios than on ::my oth31" 
tolJic~ TfF:3 fGc-t is t:ba·~ v·1o lt:J\ra ·3 :;:tc;D 
tJ1e l:J1·.t~rlogoni0s of a ·\rer:J 1eri t,-.,~xa f1nd 
basis of dontological ~vc;n in 
proportiorl o_f' fa~,..;'G to not too 
~uo Challinor, 
cor'l:cect 
t!1ese :;ntirely 01-1 
al(:;vr .. ·tolcg.',r tt1a 
28 
tl1e 
21 
o~f stressing -tlh::: 
of a host t1'12"t migh:t h.a"¥.re t;esn q110t0;d, in-
fact tlllit records of such cosss are rara."29 
Dov:Ls 2nd 11-:rre ]_il-:e1vise ernphasized tt1e proble1n of the 
stated 
The c E1 post.-Darwir<i::m ti: '""' 
·1avc; baen. b2sed on erl:,OJ.}?ous or ver:r dubious asstunptions, e1nd vre 
ln:rvo r~o rneans oi' Tl1.~L;;n tl1ey· arc Dr v?ro:ng. It is an 
ironical lJc:radox tl12t ~~:~~1::_) ot-to1npts at a nc:rG!J_:e<.~l 3~rstern iJ.Cdd 
de Candolle and by Dcmt~1am and Hooke·c ( \)lo 1_;h ;:.he product, of 
thought) rest, ·with all their shortcomings, on 
a firmer theoreti~aJl basis thc:m score::=; of post-D;;;:"iiinian 11phylo-
b.,•"<rle4u·_ic" '"''7"'+ .. -c>ms .)( ~ - ~~ '-' ,_; V'o~ .. !~· 8 
Sokal and 
.. 
Simpson (l96l) 
and he at 
tl1is out l.!l on-a of· tb.e l 
that. 
tl1i~1l-::;) tJ1::1 t ta ·xo non(r i :s dn 
·to t)tJtline a .'lt.J:'ic:)s oi' 
GJ..Orts c:ncl c-i c1sifiea·i_)ions 
Sirnpson nry; .. ·i.'llere in r:Ls bo,)l'c is 2blc to p:c~-;sent 
consistant defGnso _fur· t1Jt: eirc-~J.1ari 
cnl1iug tl:J.::: r.rcoce~s o.f 
; }~iC3 defiiHJ S tl!O 
(1) 
22 
1\rD.eric8~n 
® I1ov;:3·vc;r, 
::rnd 
in 
re:::;~::tJbJ_e. e eft ot:.Le~c .. :1or8 t.La11 t}·:.o:y do otf~c;rs i\;~c a 
ta~'{on* 32 ( 2) I-~ornologo·L1S cll:J:racturs-..-a ta~>Con i::J fo:c~-nuJ (::ntities 
chnractars of co~Jon origin. (3) Gagman line of descant--
1TI8Iilbers}-:ip :Lrl a coJn:Pon linu O_;~ detJc.:::nt 1~rill cief:Lne a te_:::oll& S:LLG3 
(3) is if 3\'or h:novvn, it is u~sLlall~l infel~:cod fro111 
(2). Conclt~sions or: (e\ric1once of ty·pe 2) ar3 
·~1·,etic sp8C1J~latio'n3 ( ovider:_ce 
(l) or· 
oftc::n 
3)" ded\J.cted fro1a 
TllU.S t::;}~O:'lOT~1i DCk .~nd fortb. ~J£:1Clflg ·~,1-J.CSG 
to -tl~ri.r11<: !.'lO·\·'l t::le1·1der tl~La av.ic1ence ~:..~:; on 
16oked at ~l. t 
is circu}_ar rua 
and Sneath, O). c:~.t., p. 
is based upon tl1E; 
r;~tLle~c t11ar1 upon pll~,rlogeny·. Tl1e0 of Eil.l organisnl is tl1e 
fihysical makeup of that organism resulting from the interactions of 
tho characters d 
the S~l·sternaticsu f1as a to 8n~ellish such conclusions 
:·;ith spoc~l3 tio~1s on the ovolu~ion~~y mech~~1ism~ _likelz ·C,o hmr0 
urought about. tne ~>Ltpposed qJSTi3Ill2.ulc rela·t.lonsnlps under 
Utalics not in origina:!Jo35 
Both Davis and 
23 
danc;ers in:ne:cent in to build an em;;irical, and hence scientific, 
system of classification upon tl:ie su.bjectivc foundation Df 
gertetic co coJTII)J~ete vvi tl1 its specul2tior1 3nd circrtlar 
reasoning. Although these critieisms 3:ce directed only at the 
of taxonomy: it would be well for scientists to look ;-Jt 1;vider 
illlplications and take a cri tice:<l look at tho ontLr·e question of 
evoL:.tion~ Jolnlson, La 
of evoh<tion fo~2sil:'3 is th.e r;;_ost forcefu.l and direct 
e·videnco of T~nis staternerrt vras 1nade 
in an irrtroducto:cy te:'Ct. Writing fo:c a r.1ore advanced 8udience, 
Alt.l1ou.gl1 in ottr vie-:t'i pll~llogerl~r cannot corrc.:; con--
c+r--·uc·,+od (.:o+ 'L'"~"·'· PhQ''P t 11"' "'P"'"'~J-"'S -J...e'v·;::l') ·.J..'l-;. the abnon:::e of CIU • l.l\..... ..:::J\ . .1- Vd,:O\...i ,, . ..; \;.d J ~-.J ,)..:-VR-'• ~ ·- -
fos:~il (J'Vidcnce, w·0 can b~~ ::ruc~·l !nore cc;·ctain a.:' ·Gli.(.; rnrolutio~1a"r.:·1 ~.r 
Yi"llicl1 taxon. ar:totl·lar 1·1a;_3 bedn ·.;'\rolved, r{bicl1 is ~~7hat. a 
phylogeny at to doe35 
3!, 
''Johnson, 
to be the 
35Davis and ;ley-wood, op. cit., p. 
of 
i-
of cl l beC3tlS') it nolt-Bxis tent. , -2aVGD 
Stebbins has admi 
J..s e of tl1e kind for 
T:.111s, scientists 
bo well advised t.o reaove the 
first t:i1ne) -Ll1c b0sic c:ssu.rnptiorls ar1d 
The Position oi' Cr·i tical TayJ)nomists on 
!)een cit::;d as criticising rnoderr-1 bec~.1use oi~ its preoceupatio11 
tic considerations are 
o u.tlooh:e D.:nris have stated that 
:Jhotil.c. r:ot be misled into thinkinE th:3t we 
suggest 
in fact 
evolllti.on or 
phenomena a::; convc::cganee c:md 
produc·tion of general :::l<1ssifications ba on 
~++:r'~].J"J-"'S 3>>r1 ·l-1--l''t t1'1:.>'1' 1u~."' ~cr•r"-,-J··'-'-"d. ''"' ~u·•cn' ·j ·1· ;ltl1Pl• 1' dvt.• ..L~...u..vv .... "'" ... u LLLc• , ~..J,1 v Q .......... ..Ll.Jv a,~l ,J '-.t':l_(-'-"'-
ancl not. neces as reflections of phylogeny c .... 
Again they have st2ted thc:d:; "ta;;~onomic groups are the 
, "4 
.L,)·o 
37Davis and He;ywood, lYflo cit., P• Yix. 
It. is 
of 
O'''l! right, 
of 
evolution, so th2,t an.y concept ·ti1:1t has a non-evolutionary b2sis may 
at first see:n a:rchBic and una on36 And once again, 
Nobody who believes in evolution can doubt th2 t these 
morphological trends exist, or even that they can be seen i:1 
ncrtur2l groups as are living todaye rrha bone o:f conten.t~ion 
l1as bee11 ·~11e directio!l of the tr2nds in the absence of fossil 
e·vid\'3YlCe o j9 
Sokal and Snoath hav:::; lik::'nisu talcen great care to :Llupress 
u.pon t'h'3 ·te arc ~onfirn8d evol~tionists as 
that 
consider 
iE:: dif'ficul t i'"o:r~ all of cts to abnndon patterns 01~ 
Numerj.cal taxonomy is accused 
an~ul-G ta}conon1::r be1ck int,o its 
pre--e\rol11tior1ary poriod. Th;:: practiticn:::.~rs oi tl1e 11e'i,·~ 1netl1ods arc 
1u1~:psd v.rj_tl1 the fevv tr 1J(~ anti-evolu.t~l.onist.s ·because -tl~~e 
lrxt,t.::;r also propose classificc::tian of basis of 
·cJ~{Jir ·v-i.sib1t.::~ c;b_arCJc"ters and 1vitYtot.rt 
al1 t!19 ·o:roponents of 
in tl1cir OY'Jl1 
2re e·\rolu__, 
con·vincod 
that phylogeny is for the e]<:istor~ce and structu.re of 
·lJle nat1.1.rE.)_ They are cr:Ltieizing not or the 
ieve that 11 
di3continui·ties 
ll .. 
39r' ~ , O..>..Ua: p. 38. 
and Sneath, 
' 
It is intere 
~;_s tr.:.e :.1ost adeqt1ate !' rnos·t 
vvl1ich a 
tj on, 
be 
:L:J th;:; sc:~b:mti.f'ic corrEmmity. It is sometinK:;;s J.ifficttlt to receive 
an objective heari:Jg, i!l the field of bi 
~ne espousal of organic evolution. Sol-ca1 2nd Sr1osth sta·te t.hat 
clepartmsnts v.rhere 
re zed for -L1:_e 
arK1 c.-;voltltiona:r;r 
;nandatorye In tl1·.9 
lri11ds:r. tl1e 
H tnxonomic theses are not 
D0\ degrrse 8lld YTl"'.iere a disc:t.Ission 
i1lustrcrL::.~d b:r the ta~,:un is 
t.Lc. clas 
and fo s .siT e\r:Ldence 
ve and imru1ve: r;,uch 
~s rather absurd to ind 
Th.erc is, o~f 
vie vvisl1 to rnakc; 
ref8rred can o~ly 
tas 
scientific endeavors 
26 
"lO lit+] 
of.' 
a 
0 
posslbla tha~ thsir 
is ba 
') '? 
"-I 
b(~ set;!1 n,s t~ne C(;n ~-Jr·r-:l cRus,; of n!:u.cl-l bi:)~Log2,~·, 
be used I. or Enl 
kno-::n:1 1.:1 -~~he \ra~:rG :naj o:ci 
c'J_a3.sif:L~;a·t.ion, al ~.J}lo 
(J_C in;:;t.::I:nces o 
itK::ntio biologicnl 
factual ;;;ro 
that vre c;.Jn 
On the one hand 
Ifl1. 
" 
oat the inadequacy of 
In anot .. he:c place, 
The: 
ovol~~iunary. It seems 
·bel~8use~ of 01J.r o-:.~rn 
Po 26). 
L classific3tion 
geny cannot be the basis of 
uti::...1ll anr} o u.r 
8CC0pt 
have 
titudes, 
of 
29 
It lS 
utionar~{ t1odes of t!1ouglrt, n 1. s 
as discussed earlier, are for the ac 
of ~;-tv-olu.tion It ~i_s difficult to 
in 
t~nis 
different. 
It is unfort.um:rte tho t has a strong psychologl~2l appeal 
o.f rcJ utine 
~~rnnilic:s, 7Iit1-Iot:;.t plly1ogc~nJr, Cdll 1)(; dulJ_ to tetJcl-1 and 
11c:rrder- still. to learn, ;:Jo t:ha-G oger1y h.as become so 
cu.r:cicu1a 
it can n0 osn onca 
n8C83S 
Ul 
.. L:J indeGc1 .":!n 
in 
' op. 
--
.. 
~o~ , ·· , ,... · 1 -/ ~oKal ana ~nea~n, loc. cit. 
has 
~-volutioua:ry c; an:::r1~io: s ,1re a~~_~1lust of -Ll11~ ;sJ>~:Jr-
tl1G-3""l·3:lt kind a T2'le3 cc::;:~1~:1 })EJ3 c~ and t.l·liS 1::_:':>3 
is due to natural selection 
s ciGrl~l;ific > l; Ll't i .f t .LL~; 
Tll~) cat 
t1'1at tt1~:; odv·ant<JGG lies in 
is linked and 
OL :['(lGtor-;3 J:~:lec·!:ed$) If a fe2tu:r.'z:; •:Il1icl1 7Tou.lc1 1J2 Lls·sf,~1 to 
~Jr1 .::Jnirrra]_ ~Ls not there;, -tl1c3r1 of Gou.~~se ncturnl ssleGtJ.cn~l j_ns 
tl1is too. l\,nc5 oo on, v-:l1att:::\n0r tl13 fact;::: to bt:=: 
of oj' e•.rolt1.tior~ rest:s 
vrl1o bc~lie-vus tr: t;\ro]_utiOl1 can doubt t1tat -Ll1e;3G 
or '.:r\rcn that trl.ey can be:: seen :Ln. 
nc1··tu.raJ. grou.ps as tod2:y· e TtlO bone o .... cuntcnticn 
i1aE bG811 ·t}!c; dil.1 eGt~L(J:: of t11D .. t:;~.~cndc: JJ~~ tl1t:; c;.-bsunc:~:: of i''oss:i.l 
evidence .,53 
v·dL ... i:.Jtiort in its:slf doeEJ not 
:.:Je De G1tirk_, 
1967), p. 2L~ .. 
~2r- . , 
-' blO., 
(:1nn od, op. ~·, 
in Sc:Lence 
30 
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they yield the assurance that certain morphological e 
Because evolution is an inter vr11icl1 is believed, 
phenomunon beGomes a 11 p:coo:f 11 of evoltltion as long as an evolutionary 
explanation can be given that particular phenomenon. Circu1 ar reasoning 
is once again ln anations become the 
n of GVolutionary theo:::>y. 
!hnu~:cical Tax:onomv--~An Alternative to i:'lOllltionar'r Taxonomv 
----------- u --- ~------------ J " 
1\ccording to Sot:aJ.~ and Snc; a..L is the evaluation 
by nu1nerical rnetbods of ti1e affinit;y- or siu1ilari be't:.:Ie·:3Tl ta xonouric 
units and tflto 2 hierarcl1~e 
tha 
~nlpis:·ical 
classifications have been oroposed ln several • 
P• :Lx:o 
. 18. 
1.1pon Davi:=: 2nd doeJ 
o·vel'"'all rese:n.blEH.1C83, .~!1d it in 
pl-(rlogenet:Lc ~t,~~rrnf:: it c.:Jnnot its::.:;lf be "!:J.3sDd en c:eallse 
too little ex:J..::]~;_JJ. Il'1dsod, t·he l7}1ole conce.ption of 
j .. s, vve rn::Jintai:t, 2 rnist::-dcc; 
:::rouT1d tl-1e ~;pecio,s lei.7.Jl ir~ .fa~,,r-:;~_rr3b~L~:; (~i-.id 
rel 
grou.ps; 
gei12tie 
'· 61 h. 
e11s::d_£'tcatio:c.t ~2sed on o•rerall ~cesor111Jlance;s is, l~'H"vT;-,T3r, Jno:<:~a 
to s(::;r·1iceafJ1e fo:C" 'lC>l'{·; pu:~~pos::::s u~·l!i~~ :")ne ta::ad oJ:'l 
k:r1tYJrr1 or as su.rnca ·t·~Lc ::~nee, )7 
offer 
In OLU' o:c cJif ficu.1 
notj_e rnetl1od lla'ti·~ J .. ~Ollnd th::.Lrtsol\ro~ -~---J tl·ta past =·~s tl1Bt 
·Ll1ougl1 l1(.:: .. ~_ng aiJ]_c to crit:l.(!ize t.~ne posit/Lon of tl1a 
<::n ~v suggest a concistsnt 
and ~rve>rlca~Ol8 "J.re. 
:Ln tl1s 
i,s r~c~vr ·1/Iitllin cr 
s tl1:Jt follo'j;','~~;U 
tih:; scope of tl1is tb.0sis to t2iled 
examinatlo!l of 1Tc.UJJ.eriea1 toxono~ny, b·at a 
Anc~ tl1~:; intor~:;sted rt'3sdc!' sb.ould consuit Sokal a:nd Snnat,ll for 
c1 as Ji.fica tion o::'t Dffinity of 
ODo cit.' Po JO .. 
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1~ key to tl1e 
is the lltube:c of 
In lookins at a 
tl1or:1 acsording 
ressnnbles 
the ra~ beefsteJk. Ideally·, nu:meriea1 ta~conon~l 
a class-
gsnatic, etc.), and tatis'ticdl 
~' tb.8 
' 
o D satisf Gl,::!ssifica tiorl 
and 
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an e!npirica1 
t.~he proGe:Js 
. . SD~:-:c; 
is 
do DOt Gl8iU1 tl-l8t ll1Xll-3rical 
tto~joct:Lv~::: r~:;cli.tissn; tl1e f.?Gt t.~1:1t a rta:il1Js?"' of 
tnxono~ies ~ay be obtained 
t. Nevertheless, 
to biological cla~slfi-
V{f; cart obtc:r_Lil tEl ~cono:n-j_es y;lrLcll .fu.lfiJ.l th:~ n,·Jcds tor -v~tliG}1 tll\:;y 
ar(:; dev-:LsGd, i"!'l. tl1c; 2::1e ~vay that 1,~.re cart 2£:::-28::; tl-1Bt tb.:..=:; cn:-sj~·t~l~.rn.stic 
t;:J::conomy for a machine is that the t;:n~ono:uis·t has .1. . vU the 
follov.r l1is tu:x::otto;nie 
is tl1atit 
the of a.s many characters as possible shoiild stimulate 
c~L2ssii~icatio11 
8\TOlU ....... 
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·I.Jo light by Sokal and s~!Gath wll:3n 
result,s sirnilar 
to ttuJsG pr:::r-::iousl::t st~C>V\!'':~ by· ortl~1odo:x rnet}-lods, it is that 
numerical taxono?:"ly is unnecr3ssary the results arc:: after aJ.l 
siL1ila:re If, on "tl1e o"t,l1cr l1ar1d, nu::1crical tax:ono;n;r yields radicall~r 
results, th::m tho new met,hud is Hclsa:rly vv-.rong, 11 bcc2use 
tho resLlJ .. ts from tlle e~;tsbli'''lccl unss, 1Hhid1 ''obviously" 
11Tust 1Je 
Th(.:; authors 
n:e.t:huds, tb.is :1s t.l1e onl:y~ logical, scj_errtific direc-
tion to ta~:eo 
though theory of organic evoJ.ui:.ion--tru 
anc;o;3tor· 
an1ong tlodern l1iologist.s, tl'1e inc~icates tl1e 
(1) tJs have 
theory of ol'ganic 
(2) there is t-hat living organisms can undergo 
is no clearcut evidenca tl:..at. all life 1-1E:.s <:J~cise:n frorn a single ~.?Ol~rce 
vrhicl:r m:'oL>G fro;;< a1 inorganic sourca., 
prin::i.ple around 'N~nich biology is tactgll-G and L; dugmatically ,3sserted., 
T:n.o manner ln VJh~'..ch it is 
stttUent to it c:ci 
( I ' Ll-J The usa of evolution as a basis i~ th3 field of 
some to have had a us 
i'ield of 
tion 
co:n.sid-
erations. 
Tbus, tb; genaral of avcl tlon has ooen seen 
of this 
III 
into recer1t literature on the ect of 
craation and evolution reveals tte fact that 
c:s to bs 
or d in l?hl to te tl:o osopll~.r of 
t~r 2nd tl1a 
"Lhe 1~esul ts of su .. cl1 OJ:-te Ytill 
itions from theistic evolution on OriG hc-md to fLd; tlie; 
gelic2l 
Llediatar 
ba2ic positions. Som3 
Vol 20, 
38 
aca 0n1y 
cre~tion. Fiat or creationism holds that " 
been made out of ~ 
v;:;ri::Jtion evcm vrithin 
H. TI f<.;T.S'l'IC EVOLUTION 
th.e :result of t:1n to 
avoLttion. 
ts .a~ vreJ_l ss .fiat creat.ionists are concGrnGd about 
D:L 
;:Jcisn.tific usn o±' ·tl1o Bible and tl1:3 other is tt1e probls1n of 
tbe ~>cicntific v2lidi of tbo tb.eor:r of evol~Jtiuno 
Sci8n tif'ic 
to tL.e 
around ideas of "revelational purpo 
tl1e phr.::1se "rcnrelation3l 
int-311ds th,":3·':., 7!0 i~c:cGi·ve .fro,~ 
Ee discJ.SSE:JS ::.he 
:C2Yelation"l' 
It is 
c1:_1o~-; n\nrr~;3t doss dll tt~is 1·1:::rv·.:~~ 
H:re,te1 ational pu:r'po.serr L'G 21ee1n the 
39 
tt:e 
first oce. It is the 
srlsy;·ar to tt1:J qae:::tio11, ,~~j_d tl~'.e 
II 
J?lU";J03(~- ---
~?irst, 
s "H{:;re 
·/:i ·t11 rt11 tll?t 1 LXCll 3 strltc:rw·~rlt 
tlle !18t\lr,.:-; or rnan, 8nd t:J.a j~·.::J~ 
;:ntr:or vrri te 
l}\~.L t11 
;g ·t}'l8 [11-~~~-.:.r:.:: 
l;etvie·~3r1 Uod ~';!D.d rr.an and 
per:::on. ~1nj vrork of u,.:c:ns st; l t l·-~ +,[;3 ~q.::..rpose o~ t'he r~~;V""elation 
to Ju;::;lcJ God krHy:,.·,.rn iu. Cl1.rist ;;nc1 to 1 =?.d r.tc;n a~1 t}~Gi~r:: Lord 2nC 
TypicJlly, Jorm sc:ys in Jol111 20:31, 
b8li1V8 that J0SUS is the son o1': God; 
~ 
<S- ~:;e 
thJ 
life Bl1d -~':.'llo l1ad 
tio:n o~c· tl10 1-Iol~r Spirit ir~ tr!_a of t~"Jos~3 e·Fc;n·!.:.s., 
tt13 s v,.rc:;ra vn::ii ttan t~J g1lid3 rne~1 ~.Lntc ti-:;::, \)f 
victoriou.s lj_ 
of some sort in t11c d 
f0~ncl Sciol1C(1 
l}j_) ~ 9 3-9 L~o 
1 L!-F~ich,1rd 11$ 
J ou:cnal of ths 
(.Septer;"J;er, 1963), 
utr~·J~¥8' 
B* 
Bube, 11A Pel~spective 
2n SciGnt:ific A 
obje 
t, so th,gt "'.¥(?}: 
~~is •r.r~i.11o!.t 
on Scriptural Inorrancy, 11 
Vol. 15, No. 3 
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In c;f_fect, 1~tl12t Bttbe is doing is 
to ·be 
accept?nce of evolution. His position is 
c2ll:;r dei:'en~]:Lble today· except one consist,ent vrl the broc:;d out~Lin3s 
of GVOlLltion 
in 
f'ound ln 
lS 
____ , ___ , __ _ 
/ 
0 lbid., n. 
r>ak8l! Bool: 
( Gr,omd 
106. 
l~J7 0 
(}U3stion~) 
tr:;J.ls 
of Genesis 
1::Jc1ie"":re 
to 
sGe ( J ob11 9: 6-'?), or that therc3 \Ve:re 
::.n~ d tvro .('• ' t 1 s nes 
Ilovr c r3 n 3n 
C;JD 
and lleavJr' and 
to 
to 
o:n~Jirically....,.."'~,~vhen 
~re ;:211a c:l,.ous? 
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ctive 
fai t~n l ·n __ .!. _, di \T~Lne Word i.f 
~"eccnt ;recrrs ~~rrvt.=; gone to t1'T3 
~ecord nead not be int9~­
.J1~' sc1.enc::3 Bt aJ_1 
-
f<J-~'~f Ch'TCY~>3::~s 1Yf 
)oct~~cR1~~:r, r.~ther tl10n hist·Jr~_coJ_ 
t11crt God is "t-l1e Crea-~:-c;l.~, :._lu.t :~o9r:: 
act::t8~. l:5.storic21 orcl::;~1 of cree1ti:.n1tt 
+1~3 
of 8X:Jgssis 
Ii.) :Ji.v·ests 
that 
and dFJ:.·1z~~rons, to S2'T 
records of ary real 
.L ., 
vu 
c·~~rr~~ses the Hovv Test8!TEJnt vv:cite!'s ('r:_ot:,:; ~1-o:·;lc~n!s 5:12-J-9; T 
~.~-;~1ES C::2~ .. ,22, L~.5--tl7; L;J.:·~A 3:38; J:.Id"' lLt; ~:;teo), 3.C"ld (3"i,l"()I1 c:-rcist 
:iL:s::::lr (?.T:?Lthsw 3-6) Y.r1.tb \~oither crerluli or rJnplic:Lty, 
si11ce th.ey ~)la:Lnl_y t>nt ;1dnrn .1nrl t~:JG e~Jents ·~c:: s 1 
• GO 
not. to 
to 1-:1a~~e 
t..rv·idal10(~ 
l-r3_ stcr l.eal o l.l 
o.f 
o :~o 
of .r~~:·;'\ri :~.icu:s,., l. 
:Ls U.!1it1"tar1tionn·L e 
.J. 
to 
r:.:ould e 
If Ofl(?; ~:L).St 
of SG~t·31 
It ls avidsnt t~ot to 
i.n 
a very ~oor basis for 
l 
2 cc::o ur1tz.-; 
fro~ scienca is ln direct oppo-
Orl ()'VUlLl"lJiOll 
of organic 8Volut~on .. 
sho ulc3. no ·t ba taken to :nc; 
rnor·e sciDLttl:3ts 
oi' 
dll 
t.:n.at "t-113 fncttl.s1 scier.~.ti~fic 0"·/idc:L'iC~e :Joos 1n.d ~Liat 
det.ail;; 7i of 1~, ~ "": ... D~O . .LC 
J aurlG),.. L.n 3 
:.1.ncle:c 
~U3SYi ::;;o tl·lc<:_~o ,;o·:1\rinc·}_~tg tlJ;Jt, 
as tllc; r~1.Gst ~Jos-Lti·ve t}-ldt 
V{e ha-:re .fo~~ tl1e t:radi t.ional doGtrine of tJlG acc·urac:;r of tl10 
3e:r:'iptures ~ j_n 3l.lnost G'Tel;/ ar·J::l -~\1 1-ls:t'e ·f.:;f1e Bi1.Jl3 vvu:3 ci:·~i tie:j.zl~d 
011 ::_-;u.bjccti"re or gro11nds, it l~las alread:r ·be3J1 -~"indic3ted 
on this ect:Lve 
turns to God, pp. .. 
i/a1c11 of tJ:1·3 8Pcl1aoological e on tlrG authentici t2r of 
tt1e Scriptures is related to tin::r details 1·Yl1ictl tl~.e a·\rc~rage person 
vvou1d not notice. A.lthougl1 n1311;r of tl1ese are 
In listing several reasons for interest in 1 Allan 
l1acRae has noted that 
l':.La 
Tl1e seco11d reason for interest in a~ccl1aeology· on t11n par~:.; 
ted as spscial corrob-
oratior1 in that it} is r1ot si._1lpl:>r a 1natter of vividl~r 
tl1e background or ~;} tl1e0 gcne:c~J~ togetflo£• oi' tl1e t-~ttio 
...... • ~ -, • t ~ " n ~ 
~::... t:L r..:; ~~:'.l ~::,11 ~s pe c~'-~i. l ~ 
accounts contain the ~arks late 
of :cl' a c:o;.·13 t:cttcti Ol'lS o y-· -~~J}1e tl-lGr 
i.sir:1ili"tt1de t11at v;ould be f:JLU1d in 
nt1mes to ~c11osu usnd on 
t1lG ffl01l:J.Jllt::l1t~1 a:nd tho 
corroboration of the 
1d0G\:;;1'ln Sc~~~~~:ncc; arr:1 C::lr~i~Jtic:n F,aitl1, ;.~.. 3 of 
't.t1::::; BibJ_ to ·~~Ioci .. j:·;·t-Sc=Lcrlc;!:; b:--r t!~,l.r7 ..... ~~2c~l'iGarl 3c:1Grd~ific 1-~;.·-r5~lia-Gion 
213. 
the r1cLnor o:c 
an outs 
it as t.:cue~ .::-.:.c; acr ..>J} ~.~3 it Lec~;tt;:;,~:; tJf l-rLs be~Lief ln J·e:- Us 
Ct;:c·:!.st of -~Ii"lOIT! it sp::;aks anc1 1:Vb.o set ·Lllo s~:?;a1 of l-l:Ls a 
• J 
l De 
,Scri}~taros sho~ld 
a1:-).f~itudl7 of tl~K~ 
as 
He wants us to kno 
a tru·3 
, of co._ese, 2s 
l G 7jottCl1GS Ol'l 3C::.:.en:..:!t~ 
th.8 .9g8S 
:l.n 
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~vvas .rour1d a g:::~a2t nu.rnbGr ;.)_[: 
cil:i.ng 
~Ln t\3con-
an ci,Jl1t 
l:Jhielt ~nst3 coJLC; i':co;n ,grch.0Jology·, tl1ere vv-o·L~1d 1J(J a real 
-;"' Ol1'a 1P}lO 3 '0{18 t:; of 
God 1 s ~--lo::.:tcJ. 
a s:itu2tioP do8s r1ot ~:{--1 .• st. 
scientists in 
::::c;_f';:'ll;Jin .fro;:a 
"iGn-·, 
- ... u.Ld,., PJ.J~ 222-223. 
science also pro7ldes 
sc~~nca. !sraa~ from pes 
diss2ss~ h2 ~as the first ~nd .cs~ of 
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d:Ld 
.fron1 a11 
in diseases that killed 
lior1s o 
Tr!dn of 
vcrance from the deadly 
11You shall set off cr:J.t,:;~~ .. do t~1c CHlHfJ 
;au so out to usa it, wou nust carry a among ynur gear and 
13nd CiTristiGa F.:.;;it1l_, J\ s5 __ "ua or; a to 
S~~~~:_c~:nG·3 l;y tllo l:.,n8r'iC3D 3c~Lc:;rrtific .:1ffiliation (V~1:l83~JOl!: 
P:c'JE's 
20Q. 
'JO 
Una of these areas of overlapping interest concerns 
circw:ncis:Lon. He points out that ldence indic~t~s 
~ is TtlT3n an i:r1fant is 
;]·tJ sreat. ,:;~ql:;ns~=; ':)\fer .a rnnnber of ,rc;r::~t.:-; ·~·!c) ::.sco\rGr tl1at tl1-3 
safest d2y -t~o pc;~~f"us:·}El circun1cision is t:--le ei.gl1th. 9,s 1t\:; 
GOl1g:cgt·:.J..lr:Jte rJadicsl sc5 .. er1ce for ~.ftis recGnt finding, ~.;··:G c2n 
0lnrost hf;.?r tl1e l:::a·\res of tl1e 3:L1Jle :r_.-.tt T~1e:;r V{Otlld liks 'L .. u 
us tt1at fo111~ ·LliotJ.saqd ~rears ,~go, Yrb.en Gc.>~'.l inj_tiated ciJI .. 
cu1ncision Vfl th Abraham, He said, "And he that is eight days old 
shall be circumcised 11 (Genesis 17:12). 21 
Once again it can be seen that the Bible is accurate and valid even 
in the 11 ser.!ondary details .. " 
It is obvious, of course, that theistic evolutionists are 
convinced of the scientific validity of the general theory of 
organic evolution and are ·willing to accept it vd_ thin the frame:no:rk 
48 
of theism ... Theistic evolutiol"lists are similar to many of their natural-
istic counterparts in that they often fail to recognize the limitations 
of science. Walter R. Hearn and Richard A. Hend:>.':'T in v-r.r.iting about 
the origin of organic compounds have said that 
49 
If the evidence for such drastically different atmospheric 
conditions cturing the early stages of earth's history is really 
good, there seems no reason to doubt that the formation of organic.: 
compounds did occur before life originatedo In fact, we would have 
to concludethat at. least the simpler compounds must have been 
formed, since their formation under similar conditions has now been 
demonstrated in the laboratory.22 
Even scientists without any particular relig:Lous interest recognize 
that just because something can be done in a laboratory today does 
,.., 
not prove that it ever took place ir:. the prehistoric pasto <:.) 
Hearn exhibits this same failure to understand the limitations 
of science once~ agair: v1hen he cri ticizos John Whit.cor.ii::.l and Henry Morris., 
Science nrobably appeals to most of us in the ASA as an imperfect. 
but valid method for gettir:.g at a true picture of what God has 
actually done in His universe. though each of us knmvs best the 
established principles and inhtCJT'ent limitations of the area o.f 
science in which we ourselves work, none of us should be too 
proud to listen to criticism of our field from t.twse ·with a broader, 
or at least a different, perspective. Those who dwell inside the 
house of geologieal science have been in the ;_Jrocess of rellJodeling 
it continuously ec.rer since it was built. Now Henry Morris and 
John V:hit.comb have come along ir::sisting in the name of' the iviaster 
Architect that the whole thing is on a shah..-.rr foundation and must 
be bulldozed to the ground. Detailed plans .for the .11r1e nevr edifice 
which v;oulcl be built in i t.s place they claim, ·were found by them 
in the pages of the family Bible)~-
Vil1i tcomb ;:md liJlorris ansiYer this criticism and others by pointing out 
a limitation of science which their detractors seem to ignore .. 
• • • we do not presmne to question any of the dota of geological 
science. Science (meaning 11 knowledgerr) neeessarily can deal only 
vri th present processes, cYhich can be measured and evaluated at the 
22Russe11 L. ~:J:ixter ( ed.), Evolution and Chri~tian Thou~ht Today 
(Grand Hapids: Wm. B. Zerdmans Publishing Company, 1959), p. 5a 
23see statements by G. A. Kerkut in Chapter II, ppQ 9-10. 
24Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation, Vol. 16, 
No. 1 (March, 1964), p. 28o 
once 
present time; the 11 scientific method" by definition involves 
e:;,.'})erimental reproducibility. Th_i..s extrapolation of pl'csent 
processes into the pre!:1istoric past or into the eschatological 
future is not really science. It necessarily involves assumptions 
and presuppositions and is therefore basically a philosophy, or 
even a faith. . • • Geologists, therefore, must leave the strict 
domain of science vvhen they become r.Listorical geologists. 
:c.:::peat tl1ot vre :ha·11e 22:?. quar~c.~~ vvhat:J\t(;;r 1:.ritlJ sei(;{~Gs, 
·~~l-1ich :Ln its raan.y· disciplines is eontribu:ting JI!ost s:ign.i_i'iean·;.:sl~r 
5o 
-to our ut1li.zat:Lon of our 'Cdrl"~e~;t.rial ern.riroru:ent, 
ll1stol.~ie:c3l go ole g3r, on 
hand, has not ehangerl or developed in any esseni:;.i.sl 
O"'\ter 2 l1undrad ~r·aars, sinc;s tr~e b2sic 
st:cuc·G---~:ct; -.;;as first ~Yorked su.c.b 
(a 
ul 
' ana·Lorn~?. st) j Ct1~11·1.8s 
tu:en_e:J ali~~t), (B1lCl.::lc:nJd, 
C:'f • t, , <"'. 1 " ~ \ - r:• , 1 ' n l-, 1 
.)IJll.·L,JJ., 2no :.)oogYllGi(). L~ugn\~ -/ro respecT~.L~t-J..J7' sugges·c 
tL-1at,. ~:-~~, nun-g:=;ologists -vvc.Jr~e allo-~'red to t1.18 s·i:Ja:ndard 
histo.'cical , non-geologists t.t.ed to 
e\rclluate and criticize :i_t? Historical geolo i.':'J, vri th i l:.s svolution-
a:r~y- tior1s, 11c1:3 £1ad profound influence ci·l 110~ ever~·sr ds)ec·t 
o£ , espo in its fos of an ~lrnost unj_\ru:csal 
o.f tl1c; hi~r0oric~~ and oi~ i3ibl.ic:al ·Lir:.El~~ 
e, to expect ""'-~"'-'·"'·~ 
~fr10n., iL narne of 
to L<~;w:p 211 
o :L'i;;in and 
l-Iearr1, in 
says, 
t.:Lo:nc::ry 
,• . 
itnltf:.."~ _t c.;:n1 . ;-;offi1iat~J_or1, 7ol • 16, 
c:r it.ical look at tl1e t~~eor~r of 
evolu-tion. Nowhere 
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1Jottr3r tl~18Y1 i t}}3 In addi tioE, 
it rnay· b3 noted ~5~Jecific;jl}~r tbRt '1.'.~ll8n~J"lc:r ~rc~ is liLr.~,_ J or 
u1o6ified lJ:,>r ~3 ·t:uJnGJ..<1,J1 or oY.'dinc:l, As 
tl'H~sc:; p3ssdg:Js, :Lt o.l-.~r2y:J }·la;3 tl:.:-;: ~.iter.:Jl 
;no:c:: l3l1 2 
:7; Hos(:;a .i;2clr cf "tl1esa latta~~" p2~3sAges is cc·:: .. tait:.ed in 
a G;,r, arid ~~;Dell. could VJ,3~l.l be .L~-: ~Ln ac::.>Jrdarlc~.:; 
'rith a liter:::~ :for 11day" 11 In view oi' ~n.e ap[lBrently rr.atter-
oi'-fact histories (not prophecies) in the Creation account, these 
questionable exceptions to the rule surely afford no ·warrant fo!' 
taking tl1::1 Genesis days syrc:bolically. T11e Hebrew word elam 
(meaning 11 age, 11 '"long, inde:Cic1ite time, 11 ) should have beG'i1llsed 
instead of yom if a long period of time were intended; or else 
the Yiri ter should have 'Tiade it clear that yom was being used 
figuratively. 
God actually defined the word 11 day 11 when He created light 
on the first day of Creation, and called the light "day" and the 
darkness nn1ghto u Vt~hcrtever doubt may e/cist abou~t tl1e source:; of 
light for the fil·st threcJ days, there is no room for reasonable 
46Ib"'d. • ~ ., . .., 
-'- ., P• _! _ _.i(o 
doubt as to their approximate length. It is obvious that e<Jeh day 
did not consist of an age of light and then an age of darkness., 
Since all six days of Creation are spoken of in the same te:c;ns 
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they must all be of the same character, vv'hetht~r literal or symbolic. 
And after the work of the fourth day, vrhen doubt no longer exists 
concerning the source of the :Light :for the following days, and in 
view of the definition of 11 d<'ly11 as given on the first day (as well 
as in view of the ordinary :neaning the 'Nord would be expected to 
impart to the readers for Y<ho:n the Creation account was intended), 
it necessarily follows that the da~rs vv-ere meant to 1x; 
as lit::.:~.·al days. This conclu.sion is emphasized by consideration, of 
the actual description of the work of the f"urt.h day, when the 
£:)."0::.t. vrerG e::;tablishedo In verses l :14-19, whera this 
work is described, the word !!day 11 or 11 daysu appears five times. 
In i'our of t~10s0, there is no question but that the 1i te:ral meaning 
is intended. No sen:::ible vvri ter, much less an inspired >'lri ter, 
would use a word to mean ·what it customarily :'Yleans several t:Lmes 
in one paragraph, and then suddenly use it to me"'n something 
entirely different, without ar.y explanation or clarification. 
The Bibla is perspicuous)+? 
Thus, the information which is cited by Allen as indicating that 
Wnitcomb and i\1orris had gotten off the track actually has a great 
deal to do with establishing the validity of their positicm, for 
when one vmrd can mean several things, 3 careful study of the contex-t 
mc.1st be undertaken in order to determine whj.ch mean.t'lg is being intended 
in any given passage. It is precis1y this t~ype of study which sub-
stantiates the position of Whitcomb and Morris. 
Klotz also recognizes the clear Scriptural t:;vid~mcod concerning 
the length ;Jf the creation days .. 
.. • • ~~he Scriptures speak very clearly or: the uf tl'e 
creation days. It is a general principle of Biblical interpretation 
that 3 word is to be taken in its e'reryday meaning unless there is 
compe1l:ing evidence that it :rtust be tBken in a different sense. So 
in Gen. 2:L it is very clear fro'" the text itself that the word 
flcJay 11 here means a period of time longer than twenty-four hours. 
) ''? ' . 
'+ fllOr'l:'lS, op. pp. 36-37 .. 
And that is also true of the othgr passages of Scripture where the 
-vrord 11 day 11 clearly refers to a long period of time. But there is 
nothing in the text or context of Genesi~; 1 whic:h indicates that 
these vmre long periods of time. Sound principles of Biblical 
interpret.c;tion require that we accept this llday 11 as being an 
ordinary day. 
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Passages such as Ps. 90: LJ. and 2 Peter 3:8 are not meant to 
interpret Genesis l and 2. Their purpose is to show God 1 s eternity., 
Tr)ey have no connection at all vrl th the creation story .. 
Insofar as the view is conce:"ned that these could not be 
ordinary days because the sun had not been created, we should like 
to point to the fact U1at vre still I:te<Jsure time in terms of days 
even though the sun does not appear or is not visible. For 
instance, nortb of the /i.rctic Circle and south of the Antarctic 
Circle the sun does not appear for periods of time up to six 
months at the polr:;s themselves. 1'fe vmuld not think of ;nGa:Ltring 
timt:l in terms of the appearance or lack of appearance of th sun in 
these areas. No one would contend that at the North or the South 
Pole a day is the equivalent of six months el:::eivhere., 
Q o o o • • o • o • • e • e o o e • • • e o • • o e e • o • • o • oe 
The repGt:.i.tion of evc:mL1g cmd mornir.g would almost indicate that 
God anticipated some of the controversies of our day and that He 
lNanted to make it clear that the creation days were ordinar·y days e 
It is hard to escape the: conviction that these vre:ce ordinary days 
when 'Ne :cead the almost monotonous repetition of evening and 
morning. Th.en, too, the sun vms creat0~cl to rule the day. Are we 
·to believe that in those earlv d;r,rs of the earth the sun continued 
u J l.n 
to shine for thousands of years 'Ni thout sett:.i.r1g?4C 
Klotz combirces his extensive background in the field of biology 
vvi th his exa::TJination of the Bible v'if..r1en he say:o tll"'t 
It lNOuld ba possil)le fo:r~ the plants to exis~t for one d2y '<vitl-luL~.~L, 
the sun, but it ·would be inconceivable that, they should bave existed 
for a long period of time vritb.out the sun. True, it. may be argued 
that for the era represented by the third day the plcmts had some 
other source on wh:i..cb thc::y depended for their energy--the genm:al 
"light," for instance, created on the first day. But it can also 
48~lotz, op. cit., pp. 87-88. 
be argued thc;t it is unlikely that God would have made the plants 
dependent on some other som"ce for Gnergy for a long period of 
time and then transferred their depc:::ndence to the sun. 
oecc.oeoeoeeeooesqe••••••"'•ee•!;l . . . 
The repetition of evening and morning creates still another 
problem. Does this mean that for h!llf the pariod represented, let 
us say, by the fourth day, the sun did not shine and that for half 
the period it. did? The text speaks of evenil~g and morning, implying 
a period of darkness and a period of light. It is hard to believe 
that the plants could survive an extended period of darkness lasting 
for hundreds or even thousands of years.,49-
Klotz also agrees -..vi th Morris when he says that 
••• in the Old testament where the term yom is associated <.vith a 
definite number, it is used to designote an ordinary day. 
T'be repetition of the first d0y, the second day, the third day, 
indicates that these were ordinary days.SO 
In studying the context of creation days, both Klotz and Morris 
have gone to the commandment concerning the Sabbath& :~ror-c::Ls l1=:s 
atated that 
The ·wording of the fourth Conunandment plainly refute::; the 
period theory: "Remember the Sab'!Jath day to keep it holy. S:l_x day·s 
shalt thou labor and do all thy Yfo!:·k~ Bu.t the ::;eventh day is the 
Sabbatit of the Lord thy God: For in six days the Lord made heaven 
and earth, the sea, cmd all th::Jt in them is, and rested the seventh 
day: -v1rherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed i t 11 
(~xodus 20:8-11). 
In this passage thG word 11 dayn or 11 days 11 ( H,3brevv yom ol~ yamin) 
appears six times. Four times the vvord 1 s meaning is 1lndou'!Jted1y-
literal. The other two uses have to do with creative clays; the 
same 'Hord is used, with no intimation that any other than the 
literal mean~.ng is involved. To invest a word w-l th symbolic meaning 
under such circumstances would constitute misuse of language, a 
crude pun at bestJ Remember that this Co:n:n<'mdment was i'IX'i tten 
~:vith tl·1e finger of God I-Iinselfl 
:Furthermor,:;, the word yamin, translated "days, 11 is used tvvice 
in this passaic;e, unce to:;:· thu s:L-{ ·.·:c'"'k dsys of God, once for the 
49I' · -' ~., pp. 88-89 .. 
six work days of :nan. 'Nord is never used by ivioses ar.yvvhere 
else to mean anything other th<:m literal days, nor evidently by 
any othe::' Old t VJJ:'i·i,.::n· _, al it c;ccurs more than 700 
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times. If tt1e "daysn of .~xodus 20:11 are actual~~3r ttages, n then this 
constitutes r; unique use of the :·:orc1> r:md .Jgt:::i_;; ·,y:_thout any explan-
atory material whatever.,51 
Once ag.::L~n it can be s2en that far from ignoring the fact 
that 11 day 11 can J.egi timatcly havt~ ~near1ing, fiat cre.:3tion-
ists have recognized the problem and have used va1icl principle<J of 
interpretation in dete:c::J.n;_ng the meaning of 11 day11 vri:th reference 
to the Genesis account of creation. 
Allen, of course, has not been the only person to criticize 
fiat creationism at the poj_nt of int8rpretatione Bernard H.amrn has 
also criticized fiat creationism at this point, but from a somewhat 
different angl(:'). His a:rgu.cuent is basically that the Bible is priJwrily 
concerned vvi th relating the Vl11o of creation rather than the how. He 
has stc:rted that 
the Old Testament has an intEmsc1y theological o:c r·.:;lational 
attitude toward creation, not a so-call,.::d umpirical one. It is 
generally indifferent towerd a precise modus o:Jerandi of cre.'Jtion .. 
The method of crea Lim (apart from th2t it was by the divine 
'vord), tho O>equence of act,::, OJ' the amo 1mt o:C time> irwolved, is 
n( .. ·t .L.'n• ,::. 0"1'1+,, . .., -·~· ')0'' n+ of aJ1'1T o'i S~"U""l. 011 52 l J L "'"'-' t: .... ;.;._...... u... 1 _{.. ..... v - .. ,1 -·" v ._) d .. • 
He argues that H''JY concebre of creation as a bringing o:C S0':1ething 
into existc:nc~-:;, bu-t we can forrn no pict1.1r(-; of process. The concept 
of creation is conceivable bu-t it is not in:aginable .. n53 The; dist:i.n.c-
(Cf. Klotz, op. d.t., p. 89.) 
.52Berna:cd Hamm, 11Thaological Reactions "c.o the Theory of Zvo1~.1tion," 
Journal o.f ~ !,:meri~ Sc~.entif:Le AffiJj_atior!., VoL 15, No. 3 
'""~"·t· ··n'o~--· ., C'6?~ '7 11. \ ,.)\::!}; Je.l. dl' ..L7 _,;}' lJe 4e 
tion dra-vm between "conceive 11 and 1'imagine" is at least questionable, 
but it ·will be accepted for the sake o:::' argument. Ramm continues in 
this vein as he says that 
The first text states that man was created by God. We can 
:form a picture of only that y;hic'n we car: imagine, but Yl'e cc-mnot 
imagine creation; therefore we can form no ;Jicture of it ••• ., 
And this inability to picture or imagine the creative activity 
applies to man just 3S it does to the other thingso In Gen. 1:27 
we are thu.s presented with the re<Jlity of m2n 1s origin by God's 
crea~~ive act, but we can form no picture or empi:ciciJl accounting 
of it$ 
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However, sometimes vre do form a specious picture of creation. 
";\'e ii'lagiue that God creates in the saoe manner in v;hieh a rrwgician 
p(:<rfor;ns his tricks. One minute we see CJr; er;tpty hand, and the 
next E;o•nent something and "supernaturally" appear:.:;. And 
so 1vo imagine God :3peaking, and suddenly the thing e:nsts. 
I·t is tttar'(-; l B·ut tt1is: is ?icture-mckir~g of our ov:n doing Grld 
nothing deri-ved from Script,.::.re.5h 
It should be pointed here that Ramm has just admitted that creation 
is irnaginable, e·ven if he considers tlLe picture <.11Jl1icb i.s forrned to be 
a specious picture e This v:ould seem to contradict his earlier state-
rnent that thE: concept of creation is not imaginable. 'Nhat Ramn seems 
to be saying is that the pietl.u:'e of the time element o.f creaJvion :rhich 
the fiat creationist holds has baen inserted _,_,,tc the Genc;sis account 
by the reader :cmd has rwt beon derived _i_u au~r ';;ay f:cor:t Scripturoo 
George F. Howe, on the other hand, has clearly shoTrn that the "instan-
taneous 11 time 
lin i12teresting parallel is seen bet"'.~roen Chri2t' s rniracles and the 
Genesis 1 descrip-tion of ereation. Our Lord's spoken words brought 
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ilnrnediote resu1 tant actior1, vv:i thout BDJT nat·urel 1neehanisn1o 
For example vihen He spoke a word of rebuke, vrir;ds CGaaeci and 
·~".r;aves settled (NL2·tthev{ 8:26)e Tb.e , nbe it dorH:J tlnto th.es:n 
Yi8l'e spolcen and a Canaan:;_tish woman 1 s dc.ughter was healed (Matth-:.nv-
15:28). As recorded in ldatthew 21:1.9, one sentence left the mou:Lll 
of Jesu ..s and a fig t:r·0e irrm'!edi2tel:r v.Jitrleredo Tru'1~e ·v•rords s_poken 
by Christ in John ll:h3 brought dead Lazarus out of the t.omb. 
Christ' E: earthly utterances led dj __ rectly to events that He vvi.lled., 
Turn~_ng to Genesis 1, a striking simiJ.,"Jrit.y is see. Tbe phrase 
nand God said," appea:cs at least 9 tin,es. Six of these 9 spoken 
commands we:ce follo-wed by the prli'ase, "and it was so., 11 God spoke 
and it was so. Thus the record of creative activity parallels 
tl:te New Testament. miracles in -Nhich Jesus spoke a:-1d events tran-
spired. Tl1e very langu_agd used b:'l Ivioses breathes of' 
·;ero:t'"'J. 0 D' 'T'}··'\CP ~S '"lu· l·.-·-1 -ic..,~·l·Orl Ol" c" lO(l'' l1"+\1"''1"'J"'"'"·l'C U·l·l·'f'o"·"' 
,\i .L\- .. d 0 e J.. .. lt'~ ~ ........ .!.. .. JLt ..... c1 V c.. _ G' cA v J.. c ..L _.l;)lJ _ ' _t_ __ •J.l!l 
development .. ..~-
These examples have not been drawn from some nmagicians 11 act, but 
rather Scriptural account:; o.f the supe:cn:::rlJural (not 11 supernatur8ln) 
and 
thercJfore the element of time in creation, Klotz has writtcm that, 11It 
is hardly conceivable that ;:myone wou1d qU'::stion the: inter of' 
as o~cdinary da~rs vver·~:; it.~ no-t for t11e fact, that peotJla arc; atten1p-
to reconcile Genesis and evolLltion., u56 
Although almost all of the evidenc.;; m:esented tn this sect:Lon for 
creationism has oeen strictly Scrip"t:1ral in nature, Allen is correct 
conciled results whr:m the theologian studies only the Sc:r:i..ptu:ces, while 
r:'~ 
_.),..,.,G::;orge I1 e c1es ar1d t11e Stud:;r of Origins, n Journal 
of the Amor:i..can Scier.tific f'dfiliation, Vol. 17, No. 3 (Sel)tember, 
l96'5T; p. 9h:-
S6K~L .. 
- . OlJZ., 
the scientist obtAins ,g]_l his knovrlsdge for searching the physical 
r8alm, the W0rld Book.a57 Ram_m has noted that 
Tho nrst mistak3 peculiar to the tlJJologian is that of 
a·t+.itude. I1e l:as l:JGr:Jn ·c.tns:{n1p2tl1etic 1viti.1 scicr1ce, or suspicious 
of it; or he fail;:; to understand science. In this the theologian 
is to blar:1ee If he :Ls C811so:riotts of" t~n·a scient·~"st ~Y~'1C.: s 
a1nate·urisl1 raillarks about t11eolog>J, and vrisl1GS t·1-1r:rt tl1e .scient:Lst 
vroald ]_earn a J.i ttle tl1eology before l1e spoke, the scientirjt can 
.:J1so ask tho theologian to learn a little sci:.mce b,Jfore hr3 
s}Jeaks o To vie-vv science as the work of scheming atheists, icon-
ocl.a::rGs, or plotting ini'idels is !lot ·;:;1·~~.1u ·L~1e facts r1or fc:;l-
:i.ci tous o.f the spirit of the Cr,ristian theologiano Slurring the 
name of scicnc::.:, br it a1l as devil inspired, cbj_d5.ng it 
unsym~)athetically, further a2·gravate the situation thst is nlready 
bordEn'ing on the inc-:.:J.rable.5~ 
Although the problem o:" a hostile attitude +)oward science;; on 
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0rJ.e p2rt of Christians was a major one in the past, many of the leading 
eJtponents of fiat cre3tionism Klotz, Zinun9rrna11, .tvicCone, and 
J1uncey to name a few) cannot be accused of being at all anti-sci::mce 
for tt1e simple reaso11 that are successful scient~Lsts in their 
own rie;hts. It l1as been the combination of Scriptural and scientific 
con_:3idercttions vrhieh has con,Jil1ced Inany· indi·vtduals of the '-Talidi ty 
of th3 position of fiat c:reationisme 
Morris, writing from a scientific as well as a .S 
tion, has stated that 
o ., o it does 8(3em to be i~'1CJ~aasingly~ clear that 8\T01 1 • .lticn is 
not a sciencec C:7idence continues to accumulate that it is 
rather an anti-Christi.sn, anti-theistic vray of tho 1Jght, a system 
rather U1an a science, a ph.ilosophy inst::;ad of a history, 'The 
-----·---~----
57Allen, £.2.• cit.o. D. 6). 
--- ' . 
5'8Bernard Ramm, ThG Cllr:istian V1.c:m, p. 48e 
is:mes are becoming ':1ore sharp and the lines more distinctly 
dravrn, so tl1at tb.ere is les3 rea~:;on li.OTl tLtan e'l8It a dec3de ago 
for the B~~blical Christian to seek hernuneutical :::omprom:L.ses with 
e~voltttiol1o Tl1e l{I10\N11 ~facts of science and l1ist~or~r can be inter-
preted in ei tl1er of t1Yo ft·arnevrorlcs-·.-tllcrt. of e·vol progr(~s;:~ 
or t.lta-t'i of tion a11d tllG Fe1ll, a11d tl1e frarneYJo:t~k chosen depends 
no-t, on inductions frorn the knovm facts, but rather on deductions 
n • • • • J • ro Irom one· ~c: oaslc pret>upposl Glons .. ~/ 
of modern 
scj_clntisrn is t.h.at the s~rstenl of e\roltJ .. tion could evGr have obtained suc~n 
11earl:;r un~_\rersal. acc:eptance 1vhile being so u.tt.erl~r de"'roid o.f cn1~y·· gen-
Clark :.::nd James D. Bales have stated that 
So vridely accspted is the doctrir:e ~ Ol 
received by e::1ch onc01ning genera:,:.cn fo:r· the 
rn 
.Lo 
evolution that it is 
sj_n.ple reason that 
eaei1 gont;~coti.on fin.ds that ev·oltrtion is .s of the scier1tifie 
world outlook in -:vhicb it is It is 3ssumec1 that the 
bat.tL; conc~E"n:i.ng the tru"Ll1 or falsity of evolution vras adequately 
waged in the nineteenth century, :md tl-wt evolution won ._he; dc:y 
becau~e scientific confirraation was set forth the evolution-
ists e Jl 
Becc:tt3a a fe'/'f (!LU ... nc:L G rnc;n llrst accepted tt1e s:i.s of 
organic evolution, tl-1e Killl ti tudGf)--ir} scie11.ce and ottt ~)f science 
--accept it today. These do not acce[lt it for the Cine :reasons, 
'N}1Gtll8r SOL:.nd or lU1SO"i1n.d, tl1at tl1C3S0 8fHil1C:nt. ill8tl CJC.:CGIYted ito 
Ttley· accept it for t1Je sj.n:ple rc:;asorl that certDiTl 1nen, Y.'~r:.o ·1.Yc:re 
s·upposecJ to kno's, accepted it. Eecause t1~1sse m·8l1 l/{ere outstandirrg, 
and intelligent, mlll titu.des conclude that they '.'lould not have 
accepted e-~1ol11tion if tl1ere J:12d not been an abunde111Ca o~r con-
··v·incir:.g eviden c;e to TD ... is is not 
fi.CCeDt 
------
., 1 . . ( G ' 
·vo ·,1·1····, C,,.. ·'r'"r•• J.J... -- .. ·~ ,_;_ <..1-.l.\~ 
the assumption of tll3 non-scicmt:Lsts, but of many sc:Lentists .. 
T:he fact that an individual is a scientist does not mean that 
he is well acquaintc,d vri th the history of science in 
of the of his field of science in particularo 
, or 
lvi'LlCtL 1s:3 s 
does it E1ean that !1e is GC:.·.;ru.aiLted ·rritl1 tl1f~ rea:::;on~ scientists 
in the nir1etecntl1 centrrr~~r 2cce_p"ted c:r\.rol tion. TJ~d.s is 11nderscored 
further by the fact that the reason theEJe :nc:;n acce1)ted e·vol,;:tion 
is not brougl1"t ocrt in tl:eir scier1tific "<rork.:' bu_t in -their 
1et~ters, -biograpl'1ies and c1utobiograpl1ies TI11ich r~1a11jr scierrtis-Gs 
have navur examirsd. And yet, these ::1atc:rials furnish evidcmce 
that is very )ertinont to the i,ssue under consideration. 62 
Cla:c~k and :t33les f18ve clearly dernonst~cated irt c CCirefuJ .. l~{ doc-
u.raer1ted exarni11ation of tb0 lette:cs, biogr2pl1ies 3nd autiol;iograpl1i·as 
of the leading nir1eteenth con ovol,xtionists th<:rL the ace 
evolu tj_on wa;;:; not necessiteted by tile vveig;T:, 
of sc:Lentil'jc evidence SLlbs its , but r~1ther that 
and 
Bal0s conclude tlwt in light of tbe evidence pl:"'sssnted in their book, 
rc, is not unscientific to suggest tha·lj the question of tha 
trutl;. or falsi t~r of evol11tion be roop0ned; ar1d t.b.at th.c: L.ypothesis 
of evolution be l~equj_red t) s as 
i'ur otl1er !lj·potheses bJ.:cl"e cn:E:; to bt_:; ·Gl"jeorit3:·::;, 
23 .1..31;'-lS e Ir.t ot1Jer -~:vor·d3, tl18 autftors 
.Sorio 1J.S quo~;:; 
.f:cor1 a 
f~Jli.r:tc1ation of 
Ju and 111 ~J 
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O:UG 
tu Ol tb.e "JXlani1nou.s c1gre:!~n1cr:.t arnor.tg G''V\Jlution:Lsts 
ngro\:; -v~~itl-1 l1o·r,~rGver, tt1(:3ra arc 
, ths 'lr.r"fitar l~~ corr-,r_Lnced, l'roLl 
reason D03t educated 
educated 
Cl nersor1 r;:;l·3 to '.jo .1c.oro t1l~L.-.t d'Y r 
s tv ck fo:ct t.::·Jo]_L:.tion,n c~nd slrr~ost n~:::rv·cr liC13 1~s 
serlL:us con::Jida:ca·!_·,~l .. o:n to tfld ""1~-H.::.:s·t~ion of ·Ll:el.l' 
e ~~8JYJ.i rlo cr i 
ile to ~n~ Joctri~a of 
• 1l2S tb.8 
l:!Vclu ticn5.sts, a11 
+,he 
D '\7.:.:~-~~r s~~:lll P-3~(' 
2~c::;; :.lc:rl·-<::-~rol:1~~j_onists ~:c:J 
l~:~inr uJso td, Su:.;_tl·j~·n::; steJ."'Y: Lo uisian~l, Scv:f:.llorr1 I ...... ~L:.~_l Jois, 
on and 
' 
ln.Jtl-tutJ(--1) o t).t e2ci1 ose ces, "Lh0r 
secuJ~s:c 
..,, 
{.L 
i:lo t}L?t J·ulj_ar1 ~; 0 1.-1 "Gf:_0; lE1C':Jl t~y- tl1ere:; ~2c~'.<: tf2c~ fjJ;st 
i.'·ou:c ~/:-.:srs ol' i-G:::~ e~cist:::nce 166 
:f scj_,3nt:Lf:Lc 
Gcd s cl~s~n ta ~aintaj~ 
. . 
~·.JlraG,~-
flrltU:::1 Dl C31..1.S8S• 
fa11s ' . .ltsicl:; -Ll1d d01r:ain. 
Ernd scierlC;~;, vtnich :rt(~TJ7~~3s~:::Tt,s ~z1~~~1 r s 
the nat~re of sc~orcc and its limitations. It 
in a11 of h~ 
It is certain that ~o of 
.,Ni tb cert.air:ty- on .. \;~:}1iGll ~ r1o1N. Sciance c.9rl rnegsure sr!d 
corl~Glate c:nd e\.ralu;:rte present processes and nor:1r~na, btlt ll3s 
no vvc~,'t l.nltJ2-G,:::\rer of tl1at tl102e ba·ve a1·~,-r.:'"?·:)rs ber:;n tha san1e 
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or ttlat tl1s~r a1v.r2~:-rf) Y·:il1 be tlle s o Tl1o prir1ciplt::: ~£ Llniforl·:·d_t:;r, 
v/hic~n as::-:Lunes ·iJl""'1is, reiJresents ttu::irefore not a scientific lavf, 
but r:rthe~c an 3Ct o:::· faith. • • The decision betYveen these two 
faiths is not a scientific decision, but c. 
ar1d i:. tJ:,~:;refor.; ', rc1e or1 tl.T::; basis o.~~ sc;rFJl 
eratiuns rather than scientific 
Tlle 
dec:.sio:n, 
it,l) 00t1~\id-
~J:f .so-rt.'?, th2r1 .3 tr~uc scic·Y1ce:, 
·\.roc;Jl advocat;~3 of t}:J .. s kin:1 \Jf tj_L)n 
havu succeeded ln 
:-;(::::nt:: ;·3not 
the 01 
it ~L 
~;r: .. ;::;c~.clt ".··:u~cl.6, -',Thic}l 
.LJLtv t,lJ.:::: p,1st fnr ~ar1o 
ar1d 
fact that the proc~sses 
consG~cV~"'ltiol\ c:cJ 
~litJ~lvB rlac~y. 
,3(1.' G-1.l t:-lS t 1:~ J .. C:.:l 
. ' ' j_JlUdd Q 
L2Ric scientific 
ta·litl 1. vrhicl1 tu Os 
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8nd less 11seful, 
UJ- 8U,:;:r·L~r o 
do~J&.l_n ~;i-. CC:L.,::.XlC3o 2]:~·~.~~~~3 5 UG rg,•::t 't,"[.,r,j~(' .,_ tfle 
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n ' l. U U.JlC 
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t:re shalt 
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APPENDIX 
The following was taken from Processe~ of Organ~c !volut~~ b,r G. 
Ledyard Stebbins, pp. 137-145 and 162-174.I Only the scientific names 
were italicized in the original. The rest of the underlining was added 
to emphasize the tentative, speculative nature of the presentation. 
Before answering the question: 11Did the higher categories evolve 
by means of the same processes which gave rise to races and species? 11 1 
we must first be clear in our minds as to what we mean by "higher cate-
gories." According to the system devised b,r Carl von Linne t"WO hundred 
years ago and now in universal use, organisms are arranged into a hier-
archy of categories, of which the lowest is the species and the highest 
the kingdom. Between them are placed the genus, family, order,class, 
and phylum. These categories are sometimes subdivided still further, 
but only the major ones mentioned above will be considered in the 
present discussion. Table 7-2 presents the classification of the dog 
according to this system. We know enough about dogs and their relatives 
to say that the processes of mutation, genetic recombination, natural 
selection, and reproductive isolation, as discussed in previous chapters 
of this book, can explain the differentiation from a common ancestor of 
the various species of the genus Canis, such as the dog, wolf, coyote, 
and jackal. We must now ask the question: Can these processes, acting 
over the millions of years encompassed in theevolutionary time scale, 
also account for the differentiation of dogs from foxes, of dog-like 
from bear-like animals, of carnivorous from herbivorous mammals, of 
mammals from reptiles, of vertebrates from other kinds of animals, and 
of animals from plants and microorganisms? 
Our answer to this question depends in part on how we answer 
another, somewhat philosophical question: Are the categories of the 
systematic hierarchy intrinsic entities which the naturalists themsel-ves 
have established in order to understand better the complex pattern of 
living beings in nature? 
The correct answer to this question, which has now become reason-
ably claar, can be understood on the basis of the following predictions. 
If genera, families, and other categories are intrinsic entities which 
only need to be discovered, then we would predict that the more inten-
sively a group was studied by different biologists, the more easily 
could these authorities come to agreement on the limits of the cate-
gories. On the other hand, if higher categories are largely human 
inventions, then each biologist approaching the problem of classifying a 
particular group of organisms would have a somewhat different idea from 
his predecessors and contemporaries as to which characteristics are the 
lG. Ledyard Stebbins, PROCESSES OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION, (C) 1966. 
Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey. 
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most important and would define the categories in a somewhat different 
way. Consequently, as more biologists acquired more facts about a 
group of organisms, they would not be able to define its categories any 
better, and the differences of opinion between them might even become 
stronger. If, therefore, greater familiarity with a group does not make 
its subdivisions easier to define, then we must conclude that these cate-
gories are largely human constructs, created by naturalists in order to 
make classification easier. 
When we look at different groups of organisms, we find that for 
some of them the first prediction has been realized and for others, the 
second prediction has come true. The orders of mammals, such as bats 
(Chiroptera), primates, rodents, whales (Cetacea), carnivores, etc., 
have been recognized as such for more than a hundred years, and modern 
knowledge has increasingly confirmed, with few exceptions, the class-
ical delimitations of contemporary orders. Within many of the orders, 
such as the whales, carnivores, elephants, odd-toes and even-toed 
ungulates, the modern families are equally well defined. In other 
orders, particularly the rodents, zoologists have had much greater diff-
iculty in deciding how its families can most naturally be delimited. In 
respect to genera, differences of opinion extend to many families and 
universal agreement is confined largely to those families in which the 
modern genera are relatively few and small. 
These differences in the ease of defining categories can be under-
stood when we look at the fossil record. On the whole, the mammals are 
a declining class. They reached their peak in the Miocene and Pliocene 
epochs. Since then, the number of old genera to become extinct has 
exceeded that of new genera which have evolved in most orders. Conspic-
uous exceptions are the rodents and some groups of even-toed ungulates. 
It is exactly in these exceptional groups wh.i.ch are still flourishing 
that the delimitation of genera is the most difficult. This fact would 
sugg~~~ that higher categories become well defined through the extinction 
of populations or species which are intermediate between the most 
successful surviving groups. 
When we review the classification of other groups of organisms, 
we find the same relationship between distinctness of modern categories 
and probable extinction of intermediate groups. In higher plants, 
genera are most easily defined in the pine family and other cone bearing 
trees, as well as in the magnolias and their relatives. These groups 
are known to be relatively ancient. Some of their genera are clearly 
declining or are small persistent relics of formerly more widespread 
groups. On the other hand, in plant families which are known to have 
increased in importance during the more recent geological epochs, and 
which have spread still further as a result of man's activity, genera 
are particularly hard to define. The best examples are the grass family 
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and the sunflower family. Apparently, therefore, the process which 
increases in importance as we consider the evolution of higher cate-
gories is extinction. This process results inevitably from an extension 
of evolution into time spans comprising millions of years. 
If categories become well defined because forms intermediate 
between them become extinct, then in the history of groups having a 
good fossil record we shoUld be able to find periods When categories which 
are now well defined were connected by transitional forms. If we analyze 
the fossil record of vertebrates, this is exactly What we see. Among 
modern animals, the dog and bear families are regarded as definitely 
related to each other, but even when all contemporary members of the two 
families are considered, nobody has any difficulty in distinguishing 
bears from dogs, foxes, and coyotes. In the Miocene and early Pliocene 
epochs, however, the situation was different. At that time, animals 
intermediate between dogs and bears were common, so that paleontologists 
have great difficulty in deciding just When the dog and bear families 
became distinct from each other. The present distinctness of the two 
families is due partly to the :r~ct that bears, in connection with their 
acquisition of an omnivovous diet rather than one consisting only of 
meat, have acqu:i:.red distinctive jaws, teeth, and faces. At the same 
time, their relatively large size and slow movements are associated with 
the fact that they no longer pursue their prey, as did their ancestors. 
This adaptive radiation, however, would not have made them easy to recog-
nize as a separate family unless the intermediate dog-bear animals which 
existed in the Miocene and early Pliocene epochs had become extinct 
since then. 
Going farther back in the fossil record, we learn that in the 
latter par-t of the Eocene epoch, primitive animals Which are now clearly 
recognized as forerunners of the principal families of carnivores; dogs, 
cats, weasels, civets, and their relatives, were linked together by a 
complex network of resemblances. When the characteristics by which 
~ ~ reco~~ these major families first appeared, they were distinc-
tive of genera rather than families. As in the example of dogs and 
bears, the distinctness of the other major modern families of carnivores 
was a result of the combined effects of continued adaptive radiation by 
means of genetic change guided by natural selection plus extinction of 
generalized intermediate forms. The same trends can be followed in the 
evolution of families in other orders of mammals and, though less clearly 
because of imperfection of the record, the differentiation of the orders 
themselves. 
Although the differentiation of the classes of vertebrates is 
less Clearly illustrated by the fossil record, the available evidence 
indicates that their origin was no different from that of orders and 
families. In the Devonian period, one of the most abundant and dominant 
groups of fishes was the lob~-fins. These fishes possessed two pairs 
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of fins which in their center contained thick, fleshy lobes, of which 
the skeletal bones were not unlike those of prL~itive amphibians 
(Figure 7-2). We cannot reconstruct the way in which these ancient, 
extinct fishes lived, but since some modern fishes use their fins for 
waddling slowly over the bottom of shallow bodies of water, ~ ~ suspect 
that the lobe fins did the same. They also had openings for nostrils in 
the roof of their mouth. This fact, along with the close relationship of 
lobe-fins to modern lungfishes, su~gests that the lobe-fins had lungs, 
and breathed air when their waterecame foul, stagnant, and lacking in 
oxygen. 
At the end of the Devonian Period appeared the first animals with 
legs rather than fins, the most primitive amphibia. These animals were, 
howe~rer, by no means land dwellers. All of the adaptations of their 
skeletons, aside from their limbs, were for life in the water. Although 
they p~obabll made short journeys overland from one body of water to 
another, their limbs were probably used more for waddling over the bottoms 
of swamps and shallow pools in search of aquatic prey than for life on 
land. Thus, the structures which eventually made lif~ on land possible, 
lungs and feet, were probably first acqaired by basically aquatic 
animals as part of an adaptive radiation into the extensive bodies of 
shallow water which existed when these animals first evolved. 
Although later amphibians, like some of our modern frogs, toads 
and salamanders, evolved adaptations which enabled them to live all of 
their adult life on land, all amphibians reqaire water or at least 
moisture for their reproductive stages. This is because their soft, 
jelly-like eggs have no protection against drying up. The first truly 
terrestrial class of vertebrates is the reptiles, which lay eggs pro-
tected by shells and containing large amounts of food material for nour-
ishing the early embryo. Since eggs are only very exceptionally preser-
ved as fossils, we have no way of finding out how the reptilian egg 
evolved. There are, however, many differences between modern reptiles 
and amphibia in the structure of their skeletons, and these have bean 
used by paleontologists for recognizing the first reptiles to appear. 
An eminent paleontologist, A. s. Romer, remarks of these animals: 
"Primitive Paleozoic reptiles and some of the earliest amphibians were 
so similar in their skeletons that it is almost impossible to tell when 
we have crossed the boundary between the two classes." (Vertebrate 
Paleontology, p. 121). In all likelihood a zoologist transported to the 
early part of the Permian-period, not knowing a01thing about animals 
which evolved later, would have placed in the same class, the same 
order, and perhaps even in the same family animals which had some char-
acteristics of amphibians along with others having characteristics 
now associated with reptiles. 
In respect to the early evolution of mammals, the same situation 
exis·ts. The distinctive characteristics of modern mammals; warm blood, 
hair, and the ability to suckle their young, cannot be determined in 
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fossils. In respect to their skeletons, however, modern reptiles are, 
and the dinosaurs were, very different from modern mammals. On the 
other hand, the animals which dominated the land in the later Permian 
and early Triassic Periods, before the dinosaurs appeared, were the 
mammal-like reptiles or therapsids, which in both their skulls and teeth 
were almost halfway between typical reptiles and primitive mammals 
(Figure 7-3). Although their sof·t parts~ completely unknown, ~ 
features of the skeletons of therapsids suggest that at leas·t the most 
advanced members of the group were not completely cold blooded, but had 
some form of temperature regulation. Since the most important function 
of hair is protection of a warm blooded body, we may speculate also that 
the evolution of hair took place within the therapsids. Moreover, the 
most primitive modern mammals, the duckbill and the spiny ant eater of 
Australia, have both skeletal . characteristics and chromosomes which set 
them off sharply from other mammals. Although their fossil ancestry is 
completelz unknown, most paleontologists suspect that they have descended 
from the therapsids independently of other groups of mammals. Since 
these Australian monotremes possess hair, warm blood, and suckle their 
young in a primitive fachion, the speculation that these animals were 
independently descended from therapsida carries with it the imE~ication 
that some members of this group of "reptiles" resembled primitive 
mammals more than modern reptiles in the soft parts of their bodies. 
If the therapsids could be resurrected, we light again find a group in 
Which characteristics now diagnostic of dif erent classes were separating 
forms which were genetically related to such a degree that they would 
naturally be placed in the same order or even family. 
During the Triassic period, the therapsids gave rise to a group 
of rather small, light boned, and !£Parent~ very active animals, the 
ictidosaurs. These animals, which existed for at least twent,r million 
years during the later Triassic and early Jurassic periods, had skeletons 
which were mammal-like in every respect except for two small bones of 
their lower jaws, described later in the chapter (Figure 7-9), and which 
in mammals have become two of the small bones in the middle ear. Since 
the paleontologists who classify the skeletons of vertebrates have 
arbitrarill decided that the presence of these bones on the jaw is a 
characteristic of reptiles, these ictidosaurs are placed in the reptil-
ian class. Commenting on them, another eminent paleontologist, E. H. 
Colbert, remarks: "All of which indicates how academic is the question 
of where the reptiles leave off and the mammals begin. 11 (Evolution of 
the Vertebrates, pp. 134-135.) 
The first true mammals appeared in the middle Jurassic, about the 
time when the ictidosaurs were becoming extinct, and were contemporary 
with the earli.er dinosaurs. Consequently the transition from reptiles to 
mammals is gradual and even, both in time and in the bodily form of the 
animals themselves. 
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The transition from reptiles to birds is more poorly documented 
than are the other transitions between classes of vertebrates. Never-
theless, many of the small reptiles in the group ancestral to dinosaurs 
and crocodiles had light skeletons from which those of birds could have 
arisen, and moreover walked exclusively on their hind legs, a~birds. 
Furthermore, the earliest fossil birds, from Jurassic deposits of Ger-
many, had jaws containing teeth and forelimbs with well developed fing-
ers (Figure 7-4). We class~z them as birds because feathers are 
preserved with their skeletons; but if their preservation had been some-
what poorer and the feathers were-llo~present, these animals might well 
have been classified as reptiles. 
Thus, the fossil record of vertebrates strongly suggests that 
the characteristics which distinguish the modern higher categories 
appeared first as distincitve features of certain species or genera. 
They became characteristics of families, orders and classes only after 
descendants of the animals which first possessed them developed them 
further, radiated into numerous adaptive niches, and became s~parated 
from other groups by extinction of intermediate forms. In other groups 
of organisms such as insects and higher plants, in which the fossil 
record is far more fragmentary, profound gaps exist between many order, 
suborder, and classes. Furthermore, no transitional forms are known 
between any of the major phyla of animals or plants. -rn-v~or-the 
incompleteness and biased nature of the fossil record in all of these 
groups, and extremely long time, measured in hundreds of millions of 
years, since the various phyla of organisms evolved, the large gaps which 
exist between many major categories of organisms aside from the verte-
brates are ~ reasonablz ascribed to known imperfections in the fossil 
record. The ho~. always remains that new fossil finds will fill in 
some of these gaps. 
To the questions which were asked at the beginning of this sec-
tion, we can now give the following answers. When the characteristics 
first appear which later distinguish the major higher categories, they 
are distinctive of species and genera. At this stage, definition of 
genera is somewhat arbitrary, and their naturalness is not evident. As 
members of different groups diverge farther from each other in evolution, 
and as intermediate organisms become extinct, the higher categories 
become easier to define. Consequently, the only qualities of naturalness 
or intrinsic identity which higher categories possess are conferred on 
them by a continuation of known evolutionary processes through long 
periods of time, of communities of organisms to repeated changes of 
their environment. There is, consequently, no reason to invoke any 
special processes to account for the evolution of higher categories, 
beyond those which give rise to races and species. 
A further point must be emphasized in connection with the evolu-
tion of families, orders, and classes. This is its "mosaic'' character. 
As pointed out in connection with both the evolution of amphibia from 
flshes and of mammals from reptiles, the various characteristics which 
now distinguish the more evolved class probablz evolved separately, 
some relatively early, others much later, at periods of evolutionary 
time which in some instances were separated from each other by millions 
of years. This is almost Ee~~ainlz true of the basic adaptive char-
acters of the placental mammals; warm blood, hair, the four-chambered 
heart, the ear apparatus, vivipary rather than egg laying, and the 
placenta. The placental mammals did not radiate into their present 
diverse ways of life or become the dominant land animals until all of 
these characteristics had become perfected. Those characteristics 
which possess a close functional connection with each other, such as 
hair, warm blood, and the four-chambered heart, were Erobably fairly 
closely synchronized in their evolution. On the other hand, the evidence 
strongly su~gests that the evolution of these physiological character-
istics was only weakly correlated with the steps in the evolution of the 
ear and of the reproductive system. 
Con@~quently, we cannot speak of any single "step" in the evolu-
tion of mammals from reptiles. In some instances, such as the change in 
position of the jaw bones to the ear, a relatively small number of gene-
tic changes ~ have triggered off the evolution and establishment of a 
new adaptive complex with respect to that particular character, as in the 
evolution of mimicing races of butterflies or of species of columbines 
with spur bearing petals described in Chapter 4. These changes would, 
however, have occurred at the level of subspecies or closely related 
species. A contemporary taxonomist, transported to the Mesozoic era and 
not knowing anything about the evolutionary future, would prob~P~l have 
classified the first population bearing all three bones; hammer, anvil 
and stirrup, in its middle ear, as an aberrant species belonging to the 
then widespread group of therapsid reptiles. As stated above, this 
group probablz already possessed a mixture of characters which we now 
associate on the one hand with reptiles and on the other with mammals. 
In the next chapter, evidence will be presented to sugge~~ that 
the evolution of man from the apes was ErobaElZ of this same mosaic 
nature. Characters evolved in synchronous correlation with each other 
only to the degree to which they were functionally interdependent. 
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More than a half century ago, in 1894, a young Dutch anatomist, 
E. Dubois, electrified the scientiflc world by reporting that he had 
discovered the "missing link." The German anatomist Haeckel, a follower 
of Darwin, had predicted that, on the basis of evolutionary theory, 
fossils would be found of creatures intermediate between apes and men. 
Dr. Dubois asked to be appointed as army doctor in the East Indies so 
that he could search for such fossils. In river deposits at Trinil, in 
eastern Java, he found first a skull cap, then a femur, and other 
remains. 
The experts of Europe and America agreed on the importance of 
this discovery, but disagreed on almost everything else. Some said that 
it was just an ancient man with an abnormally low forehead. Others 
proclaimed it to be an ape related to the orangutan or perhaps the 
gibbon or chimpanzee. Since Java man started the search for fossils 
which would reveal man's ancestry, the scientific world has been a 
succession of discoveries of fragmentary bones belonging to man 1 s 
evolutionary line, accompanied by a corresponding succession of argu-
ments about their nature and relationships. 
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During the past twenty years, the number of known fossils of man 
and his ancestors has greatly increased. Furthermore, both these newer 
finds and the older ones are being interpreted in a different way. In 
the past, the scientists who described these fossils were thinking in 
terms of individual types rather than populations. They asked themselves: 
Is this newly found fossil different in any way from other known indi-
vidual fossils? If the new find proved to be different, and it nearly 
always did, they gave it a scientific name, placing it in a different 
species and often a different genus from all other human or man-like 
fossils. We now realize that the differences between many fossils 
found in strata of the same or similar age are no greater than those 
between, for example, an Australian bushman and a tall tribesman from 
East Africa, a slender Amazonian Indian and a stocky Eskimo, or a 
narrow faced man from the Middle East and a broad, round headed central 
European. Consequently modern students of these fossils, both antr~o­
pologists and zoologists, are tending to discard nearly all the names of 
"genera" which have been erected in the past. They recognize that since 
their divergence from the apes, the ancestors of man have progressed 
chiefly along a single line of evolution. At times this line has 
branched to produce two or three related and sympatric species, but 
during at least the past 600,000 years it has probabll consisted of a 
single species, possessing a common gene pool, and subdivided into a 
number of different races. For these reasons, every account of human 
evolution written before 1950 is already or will soon be obsolete. 
Unfortunately, the fossil record of man's ancestry, though much 
better than it was even a few years ago, is still very incomplete. We 
can begin with a group of apes which were common in Africa and Asia 
during the Miocene Epoch, from abour 25,000,000 to about 13,000,000 
years ago, and are collectively designated dryopithecines. They~­
doubte~~ consisted of several species, and are usua?-"?;.I placeq in a 
numoer o different genera. Some of them inhabited forests and were 
tree climbers like the modern apes, while others alrarentll lived in 
open savannas and walked about on all fours. Few · any of them had 
developed fully the specialization of modern apes, such as their very 
long arms by which they move hand over hand from one tree branch to 
another; the 11 simian shelf" of their jaws, which supports strong muscles 
used for tearing and chewing the bark of trees; and their large canine 
teeth with which they crush hard nuts. 
Since only a single skull belonging to one species of these apes 
is preserved in its entire~, good estimates of the size of their brains 
are not available. Probably, they were somewhat smaller than those of 
modern apes. These apes were sufficiently generalized so that they 
could ~ formed the ancestral stock from Which the line leading to 
man arose. 
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From the end of the Miocene to the end of the Pliocene Epochs 
stretches a gap of more than ten million years, from which very few 
fossils belonging to the line leading to man are known. At the end of 
this gap we find two separate kinds of creatures which may~~~ 
forerunners of man. One of these was that of the australopithecines or 
"southern apes," so named because their first remains were found in 
South Africa. More recently, abundant remains of australopithecines 
have been found in East Africa, and a few fragments of teeth and jaws 
which may belong to members of this group are known from Java. 
In respect to their intelligence and their way of life, these 
animals were still more like apes than men. Their brains were only 
slightly larger than that of the chimpanzee, and hardly more than one-
third the size of the brain of modern man. They did not use fire, 
probably dtd not build shelters, and in all probabilitl could communi-
cate W1th each other only by means of crude cries or grunts. On the 
other hand, they did walk erect, and they erobablz used crude tools. 
Their limb and body skeletons are much like those of modern man. Their 
skulls show a mixture of ape-like and man-like characteristics. Their 
large jaws and small brains ally them to the apes, While in their rel-
atively small, regular front teeth they are much like men. 
There are still manz uncertainties about the exact age of many 
of the fossil australopithecines. Present finds and their dating 
suggest that that this group of apes existed from at least the later 
part of the Pliocene epoch (two million years ago) until well into the 
Pleistocene or ice age, perhaps 100,000 years ago. There were at least 
two species, Which in some places were ~patric and did not intergrade. 
One was a larger animal, Which had relatively large teeth and ~ ~ 
been strictly vegetarian in diet. The other was smaller but had a brain 
just as big or slightly bigger than that of its larger relative. 
Judging from the appearance of its teeth, it erobably ate some meat and 
perhaps killed small animals. 
Very recently, in the same beds as those Which contain the East 
African australopithecines, a small number of fossils has been found of 
creatures which were exactly intermediate between australopithecines and 
the most primitive species of man (Homo erectus), to be described below. 
This intermediate form, which has been given the name Homo Habilis, was 
probablz the maker of the crudely chipped stone tools WhiCh are Found in 
association with both its fossils and those of some australopithecines 
(Figure 8-2a). The discovery of Homo habilis, which was described as 
recently as 1964, tell us two things.. !n the first place, the known 
fossils o.f'iaustralopithecines do not represent the direct ancestors of 
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man, since they lived contemporaneously with the more advanced H. 
habilis. Nevertheless, the evolutionary line which led to man most 
probabl~ passed through a stage similar to the known australopithecines. 
There i:i everr reason to believe ~ fossils are discovered belonging 
to representatives of man's evolutionary line which lived during the 
earlier and now unrepresented Pliocene Epoch, they will be like the 
known Pleistocene australopithecines. Such discoverres-WOUid tell us 
that australopithecines were, in fact, direct ancestors of man:--They 
nevertheless persisted side by side with their derivatives, the earliest 
men, for several hundred thousands of years. Such contemporary existence 
of related primitive and more advanced species is a very common situ-
ation in other groups of animals both fossil and modern. 
The second message conveyed by Homo habilis is that, as Darwin 
believed, the transition from apes to man-was a truly gradual one. The 
australopithecines were certainly apes; they did not possess any dis-
tinctive features absent from modern apes except the ability to walk 
erect. Nevertheless, the difference between the most advanced australo-
pithecines and Homo habilis is no greater than that between two closely 
related species-or-animals, except that the stone tools probably made by 
H. habilis ~ ~ required a greater development of the learning process 
than that found in any ape. On the other hand, the differences between 
Homo habilis and the earliest forms of H. erectus (see below) are in all 
respects only quantitative, and are not-very great. In short, we now 
have available a series of fossils--dryopithecines, australopithecines, 
~ habilis, .!!· erectus, .!!• sapie~-which forms a complete and gradual 
transition from apes to modern man. 
In the early middle Pleistocene directly following the time when 
the last H. habilis existed, remains of creatures are found which are 
now generally regarded as belonging to the genus Homo. They include the 
original fossils discovered by Dr. Dubois plus several more recently 
discovered remains of the same age and kind from Java. They also in-
clude Peking man, discovered in caves near Peking, China, as well as 
isolated fragments from other parts of the Old World, such as Africa, 
and perhaps the jaw discovered long ago near Heidelberg, Germany. These 
fossils are similar enough to each other so that tt~y could have belonged 
to the different races of a single species, but they are so different 
from modern man that they deserve rank as a separate species, Homo 
erectus (Figure 8-lf). 
The body skeleton of Homo erectus was essentially the same as 
that of modern man. He differed mainly in his massive skull, larger 
teeth, and smaller brain. The average brain size of this species of 
man was about 75 per cent as large as the brain of the australopithecines. 
The fossils of these earliest men are often accompanied by a 
large quantity of stone tools, including hand axes, which they~~ 
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made and used. They differ from the crude, chipped stones used by Homo 
habilis in having a series of definite designs, which were repeated-rn-
various localities throughout Eurasia and Africa, and showed a steady 
progression of improvement through time (Figure 8-2b,c). It is hard to 
see how men could have made such well-fashioned tools, apparently 
according to established traditions, unless they were able to teach each 
other how to make them. We ~ supp~s~, therefore, that ~ erectus 
possessed at least a primitive form of speech. In all of his fossil 
sites, moreover, are found bones of large animals such as giant pigs, 
sheep, oxen, baboons, horses, hippos, and elephants, which these hunters 
~aEently killed. To do so they ~ have hunted in well organized 
bands, which sugge~ts that they already possessed a well developed 
tribal structure. Some of the sites contain charred pieces of wood, 
indicating that their occupants used fire. 
Recent ~nter£retatio~ of the fossil record by some paleontol-
ogists, as well as by zoologists acquainted with modern species of 
animals, have led to the belief that from the time of Homo erectus 
(6001 000 years-ago) to the first appearance of modern man, the entire 
habitable land masses of Eurasia and Africa were aEEare~t~l occupied by 
a single species of man. Through the ages this species evolved gradually 
and irregularly in brain size, certain anatomical features, and culture. 
At all times it was subdivided into many races, vn1ich arose in various 
places, sometimes spread to other parts of the earth, and from time to 
time either eliminated other races by conquering and killing them or 
combined with them through interracial mating. The first men which 
were anatomically indistinguishable from ourselves appeared during the 
last advance of the glaciers, from thirty-five thousand to forty thou-
sand years ago. Tr1eir appearance was accompanied and followed by a 
rapid expansion, diversification, and improvement of culture. People 
of this period made elaborate, beautifully fashioned stone axes and 
spears which modern man could not imitate without years of practice 
(Figure 8-2d,e~. They carved figures of animals and people, and made 
lifelike paintings on the walls of their caves (Figure 8-3). Since they 
buried their dead together with implements carefully laid around the 
body of the deceased, we can imagine that they had some kind of religion 
and believed in an after life. The age of modern man, Homo sapiens, 
had begun. ----
We have no way of knowing anything about the variability within 
popula·Gions of the ancestral apes and australopithecines, and the foss~l 
record is still too incomplete for us to say to what degree they were 
differentiated into distinct species. As already suggested, however, 
the present evidence sug~est~ that since ~ erectus evolved about 
six hundred million years ago, mankind has possessed a common gena pool. 
If this is true, then man's ability to wander over long distances would 
enable the bearers of any improved genetic characteristics to transmit 
them throughout most of the range of this species in a relatively short 
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time, at most a few hundred years. On this basis, it is idle to spec-
ulate on just where or when a particular trait or biological character 
complex first appeared. The evolution of man from Homo erectus to our 
modern species should not be visualized in terms of the origin of par-
ticular types at certain places and their subsequent spread as distinct 
entities. We should, rather, imaginf! that various new and valuable 
traits appeared in different parts of man's vastly extended range of 
distribution. People who became successful because they had newly 
acquired a particular trait subsequently migrated to different parts of 
the world, and by conquest, intermating, or both, transmitted this trait 
to other races of people. Another different trait could have originated 
in an entirely different part of the world and could have combined with 
the first one in a race inhabiting still a third region. The pieces of 
man's mosaic evolution maY: have been fashioned separately in regions far 
apart from each other. They maY: have been assembled and reassembled in 
different combinations at different places and times, until finally a 
particularly successful combination lifted man's evolutionary line up 
to a new level of adaptation. 
The evidence now available, fragmentary though it is, 
can best be explained by the hypothesis that mankind has always been 
subdivided into races. Their evolution has included both divergence in 
isolated regions and fusion of pre-existing races through intermating. 
Races have likewise become extinct both through being conquered by other, 
more efficient races, and by genetic mixing. Consequently, there is no 
need for speculating on what may have been the relationships between the 
races of modern man and those which existed 25,000 years ago or earlier. 
For instance, during historic and late prehistoric times western Europe 
was repeatedly invaded by people coming from the east, who eliminated 
most of the older inhabitants, such as the Cro-Magnon men who made the 
famous cave paintings of France and Spain (Figure 8-3). Nevertheless, 
anthropologists have good reasons for believing that the Basque people of 
northwestern Spain and the Berbers of the Atlas Mountains in North 
Africa maY: be the relatively unaltered descendants of the Cro-Magnon 
stock. If so, the fact that these people have frequently intermarried 
with descendants of the invaders indicates that all modern Europeans 
and their American descendants contain many genes derived from the Cro-
Magnon people. At an earlier time, the heavy-bodied, brutish-looking, 
but relatively highly cultured people of the ice age known as Neander-
thals, were ~PP.~r~tlj[ extinguished by conquest in western E~ope. On 
the other hand, in caves near Carmel, in Israel, there is ev1.dence that 
Neanderthal-like people intermingled and exchanged genes with people 
belonging to a race similar to the Cro-Magnons. Such mixing, however, 
was probably not confined to the caves where the intermediate individuals 
have been found. Knowing the habits of conquering men, one finds it 
difficult to imagine that the Neanderthals were killed off by men of 
other races before their females had made a considerable contribution of 
genes, both voluntary and involuntary, to the conquering races. 
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In Africa, where the ice age did not decimate the population, but 
on the other hand rendered habitable large parts of the Sahara desert 
because of the increased rainfall, the divergence and mixing of races 
was, if anything, greater than in Eurasia. Some African races, like the 
South African bushmen, are apparentlr very ancient. Others, like the 
Negroes, are very recent and probab];._y of mixed origin. The recent races 
of contemporary man did not, however, evolve from primitive, extinct 
species of man but from existing races of Homo sapien_~· Many of the bio-
logical features of Negroes, for instance, are more advanced than are 
those of any other races, in that they are more divergent from the 
features of primitive man, and his ancestors. These advanced traits 
include thick lips, curly hair on the head, and the lack or scarcity of 
body hair. 
These facts are mentioned in order to point out that from the 
point of view of the evolutionist, the term 11purity of ·the race 11 has 
littJ..e meaning. All of the modern races of mankind are of mixed origin; 
the differences between them in this respect are merely in the e.xten t 
of mixing that has occurred in recent times. The genus Homo is excep-
tional among all higher organisms in that it has uhdergone-i phenomen-
ally rapid evolution in terms of progress toward a new adaptive complex, 
and toward a tremendously increased dominance over its environment, with-
out the accompaniment of any permanent adaptive radiation. 
This consideration of the biological evolution of mankind can be 
concluded by some specuQ.a~ion about the kinds of selective forces which 
guided it. The most significant changes which these changes brought 
about were the following: 
1. The change from the four footed gait of terrestrial apes and 
monkeys to the bipedal gait of man. This required a consid-
erable change in the structure of man's skeleton, which can 
be traced whenever fossils are found which include the right 
parts. 
2. The perfection of the hand for tool making. The generalized 
apes from which the line leading toward man diverged had 
already evolved hands with opposable thumbs, Ero~ab~y in 
connection with grasping branches of trees. 
3. Increase in brain size and intelligence. This involved not 
only mere increase in size of the brain, but also particular 
development of those centers in which intelligent responses 
are localized. When whole skulls are available, these 
changes can be followed to some degree. 
4. Change in the diet from fruits, hard nuts, and tough roots to 
softer food, including an increasing dependence on meat. 
This involved decrease in size of the tearing canines, the 
development of more regular surfaces on the grinding molars, 
and later the reduction of the size of the molars themselves. 
These changes are easier to trace through the fossil record 
than are any other parts of the skeleton. 
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S. Increase in the ability to communicate with others, and to 
develop organized community behavior. Direct evidence for 
this type of change cannot be obtained from the fossil 
record, but it can be approached indirectly in various ways. 
The greatest value to man of walking on his hind feet is the 
freedom which this posture offers his hands for holding tools or other 
objects, throwing them, or catching them. Since the first known ancestors 
of man who walked erect, the australopithecines, were tool users, and 
2robably obtained much of their food with the aid of them, the gradual 
change to the erect habit probabll accompanied the increasing use of 
tools. Both of these changes were ~robablj[ promoted by the change from 
life in the trees to existence on the ground, which began during the 
radiation of the d:ryopithecine stock in the Miocene epoch. Chimpanzees, 
man's nearest living relatives, often use tools such as sticks and stones. 
In their native habitat, they have recently been seen to break sticks or 
pieces of vine of the correct length for getting termites out of their 
nests and to remove the branches from these sticks in preparation for 
use. Observers of groups of chimpanzees saw young animals learning this 
simple art from their elders. When molested by baboons, chimpanzees 
often pick up s·tones to throw at them. 
Since chimpanzees live most of their lives in trees and subsist 
on fruit, tools are of little use to them for their principal tasks of 
food getting. But for a ground feeding ape with similar intelligence 
the situation would be different. It might learn to use sticks for 
digging up nutritiOus roots or extracting rodents and ground-inhabiting 
insects from their burrows. Its need for throwing stones to frighten 
off enemies would be much greater than in the case of an arboreal ape. 
Once throwing stones for defense had become a regular habit, the ape 
might achieve enough accuracy to kill small game at a dist,ance. Natur-
ally, the more quickly the ape could stand erect to achieve this purpose, 
the more accuracy he would gain:--There is good reason, therefore, to 
suppose that the use of primitive tools and erect posture were both 
acqUlred gradually and in relation to each other. They Erobably began with 
the first tendency to spend long periods of time out of the trees. Based 
upon the principle of double function during a period of transfer, as 
discussed in the last chapter, ~ ~ expect that in the earliest 
stages of this transition the apes lived partly on fruit and retired to 
thetrees for protection, making increasingly greater excursions into 
open territory in order to increase their food supply. A later stage in 
the transition could have been one in which the daytime hours were spent 
on the ground, but the apes-retired at night to the trees for protection. 
This way of life would have been compatible with existence in the open 
savannas, where some of~ African dryopithecines lived. 
Since the brain of the tool-using aust ..ralopi thecines is not much 
larger than that of anthropoids, ~ might logically conclude that most of 
man's intelligence was acquired after he had become a regular tool user 
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and walked erect. Intelligence, however, depends not only on the size 
of the brain in relation to that of the body, but also on the develop-
ment of specific areas in the brain. Perhae~ the australopithecines 
were considerably more intelligent than anthropoids because of the 
development of these centers. Even if the australopithecines were little 
more intelligent than anthropoids intheir overall reactions to s·timuli, 
the ability to imitate and learn must~~ much more highly devel-
oped in australopithecines than in typical anthropoids. 
Nevertheless, the most rapid increase in brain size and £res~­
ablz in intelligence took place during the evolution of ~ erec~ 
from the australopithecines. This increase accompanied the development 
of well fashioned tools of a relatively constant design. At about the 
same time, men learned how to tame and use fire. With better tools, 
these primitive apa-~en learned to hunt large game, presumably in 
cooperating bands. The selective advantage of more efficient communi-
cation under these conditions is obvious. Consequently, we may reason-
ably suppose that the period when man's brain was increasing most 
rapidly coincided with the evolution of his ability to invent and use 
language. We cannot overestimate the L~portance of speech to man's 
way of life. Not only is it essential for carrying out complex hunting 
maneuvers and teaching the art of tool making, but it is also basic to 
the development of ideas and plans for the future. If we wish to single 
out any one period in human evolution when our evolutionary line acquired 
the human state, we must point to the transition from australopithecines 
to ~ erectus, when the first primitive forms of speech erobably 
evolved. 
